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WEALTHY NEW YORKER AT LAST
WEDS PRETTY CONNECTICUT YOUNG WOMAN

MANY YEARS

BRIDE'S SENIOR

BUT

THAT ONLY MAKES THE
COUPLE'S LOVE THE MORE
ARDENT

HAD

AN

ATOL

HARD TIME

MANY CLERGYMEN MADE EXCUSES AND RENOUNCED FAT FEE
RATHER

During the month, ending August 31
the Carnegie library- - was presented
nineteen valuable books, which wllj
increase the list of books on the
library shelves to 7,125. The largist
and most valued book presented was
Colonel R. E. Twitchell's great work.
"The Military Occupation of New
Mexico."
This volume is a history
of the military maneuvers occurring
during the years from 1846 to JSol
The board of agriculture sent to the
library the volume describing the
neia operations or the bureau of
soils. This last volume will be of especial interest to the dry farmers of
this community. The Las Vegas conn
cil of the Knights of Columbus presented an interesting volume "The
Paper and Science." The remaining
books were presented to tne boys' department by Frank Condon and Rob
ert Hart. These books are all story
books which will attract the young
readers. During the month of August
1,398 books have been loaned by the
library and 1,584 persons have vis
ited the Institution.
,

THAN OFFICIATE

New York, Sept.

8.
It was reported
this afternoon that Colonel John

WIRE TELEQRA PH

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
NEW BOOKS FOR LIBRARY.

SUCCESS FINALLY

PRE88 LEASED

reciprocity
PAWN CANADA'S
VERY SOUL
SO DECLARES RUDYARD KIPLING
IN CABLE LETTER TO CANADIAN NEWSPAPER

CROP CONDITIONS

Truth

8, 191 1.

aTY EDITION

the subject the one prior to the
Kruttschnitt meeting having been
practically a unanimous decision to
strike unless the federation Should
gain recognition from the railroad of
ficials.
Most of the shops along the coast
have emphasized the desire of the
men to take drastic action but some
of the delegates from the middle west
A
ern states are Inclined to accept the
Ultimatum of ; Kruttschnitt for the ATTORNEYS SPEND THE
ENTIRE
and to make individual union
present
DURING
r DAY IN ARGUMENT OF
contracts for the coming year. It
THE COMING YEAR.
MURDER TRIAL.
Is past the usual time for driving
up the annual contracts and tne shop
DESIRE
IMMEDIATE
ACTION men are waiting the result of this BEATTIE
APPEARS ANXIOUS
conference before beginning negotiations with their general superin
OFFICERS OF HARRIMAN LINES
tendents. In case it Is deemed inad EAGERLY SCANS THE FACES OF
EMPLOYES URGE A PEACEvisable to strike, new contracts will
THE TWELVE MEN WHO WILL
ABLE SETTLEMENT.
be made at once, each craft dealing
DECIDE HIS FATE.
separately with the company, but all
the same con
demanding
MEN WARNED TO BE READY ditions of practically
employment.
ELOQUENT ORATORY UNLOOSED

LEADERS ATTEMP
TO

JURY TO RECEIVE

AVERT A

RFATTIF

STRIKE

BANNER

HEADS

MASONS.

CHINA'S

FLOODS

RECEDE

Hankow, China, Sept. 8. The floods
from the Yang Tse river overflowing
its banks, which transformed hun
dreds of miles of the Yang Tse val
ley Into an enormous lake and caused
a great loss of life, are gradually sub
siding. In addition to the heavy death
list many thousands of the natives
have been made homeless and destl
tute.

And Tact Are
Distantly Related.

8ERVIQE

SOLDIERS BOYCOTT A CITY.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept 8. A gen
eral boycott on the city of Cheyenne
was voted by the soldiers of Ft D. A.
Russell today, It being agreed that
hereafter they will not purchase any
thing of any business house in the
city. The boycott is on account of a
raise In the street car fare between
the city and the post a, distance of
two miles from five to ten cents. The
stock in the car company is held by MAY
VISE USE OF INDIVIDUAL
business men.
CONTRACT SYSTEM

Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 8. The Ma
THE ODDS ARE AGAINST HER sonic grand lodge of Wyoming closed
a three days' meeting in Cheyenne
last night with a ban and 'banquet.
POET ASSERTS TEN TO ONE DIF Harold Banner, of Casper, was elect
ed grand master and William Fugh, of
FERENCE IN POPULATION
Evanston, deputy grand master. The
WOULD BE DISASTROUS
next annual meeting will also be held
here. A past grand masters' asso
WOULD FORFEIT HER IDENTITY ciation was organized.
SAYS EVERY CANADIAN SHOULD
OPPOSE
THE TREATY NOW
PENDING WITH U. S.

Tt IS DAILY MAXIM

TONIGHT

Strike Not Expected.
Sept 8. Warnings have
been sent to the 35,000 members of
MAY OCCUR SOON.
the Federation of Shop Employes of
the Illinois Central railroad and allied
San Francisco, Sept. 8. Owing to lines to bo prepared for the calling
delays In the arrival of members from of a strike, but the men are no nearer
walk-ou- t
distant points, only an Informal meetthan they have been at any
of
the
of
time
board
Fedthe
ing
advisory
during the last week, union of
eration of Shop Employes of the
ficials said here today.
lines and the international
presidents of the Shop Craft unions
involved was held here today in re- A MOST REMARKABLE
gard to the refusal of Vice President
Kruttschnitt of the lines to recognize
the federation. No decisive action
is expected until tomorrow when it
i3 known all of the committeemen
MAYORESS OF HUNNEWELL DE
will be on hand.
CLARES SHE CAN KEEP AND
James W. Kline, international presi
MAKES GOOD ASSERTION
dent of the blacksmiths' union, said
that the four International presidents
would use every effort to avert an
Hunnewell, Kan., Sept. 8. 'My
open breaU jbetween ijne company present duty is to keep a secret and
and the men, but that they realized though a woman I shall
it."
that there was little chance to pre This was the reply of Mrs. keep
Ella, Wil
vent a strike. The presidents, at the son,
mayor of this city, made upon
meeting today, told the general com
er arrival here today to all questions
mitteemen of the negotiations with concerning the result of her confer
Kruttschnitt and explained all of the ence
In Kansas City, Kan., yesterdetails of the present situation.
with C. W. Trlekett, special attorSince the Kruttschnitt conference. day
ney - appointed by Governor W. H.
the men have taken a vote and the Stubba to restore peace between the
came here woman executive and her obdurate
general committeemen
with definite instructions from the council, which la made up of men.
men whom they represent. This vote
So Hunnewell, for months without
is the second the men have taken on an effective government now awaits
the meeting of the council next Monday when the secret 4s expected to
come out. From Mayor Wilson's con
GINNING OF COTTON
fident manner it is believed the ques
tion of dealing with the rebellious
RECORDS
BREAKS
council will be solved at that meeting.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL SHOPMEN ARE
INFORMED THAT WALKOUT

HSF

Chicago,

LAWYER

FOR DEFENSE MAKES
APPEAL TO FINER SENTIMENTS OF JURYMEN.

Montreal, Can., Sept. 8. Rudyard
Chesterfield Court House, Va., Sept.
in a cable letter to a local
8. Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., on trial
Jacob Astor and Miss Madeline
NOT
BEST aper, gives his reasone for opposing
for the murder of his wife, today
Force were married either late
reciprocity with Jhe United States.
searched with unbroken gaze for
He said:
yesterday or today at the home of G.
hours the expressionless faces of the
B. Glover, a friend of the Force fam- DECLINE IN PRODUCTION IN COM'I do not understand how nine mil
twelve country-folwho hold his fate.
ily at Fairfield, Conn. It was also
PARISON WITH THE SHOWlion people can enter into such ar
for some manifestations, however re
reported that the couple would sail
rangements as are proposed with nine
ING MADE LAST YEAR
mote, of yielding to the deep voiced
this evening for Bermuda on the
ty million strangers In an open fron AVAILABLE LAND
appeal of his attorney, Hrry M.
yacht Norma.
tier of four thousand miles and at
Smith, Jr.
Washington, Sept 8. While the the same time preserve their national
No confirmation or denial of the reIt was a stare of manifest anxiety.
conditions,
GROWING SCARCE
practically integrity.
port could 'be secured at the Force weather
But the jurors held their secret.
home Colonel Astor could not be throughout the country, were reason
Ten to one is too heavy odd-Some of the eyes la the Jury box folably favorable to growing crops dur No single Canadian would accept such
found.
lowed carefully the-full gesture!
of
the
month
Colonel Astor was seen late this ing
August, the crop cdds in any private matter that was COMING OF STATEHOOD WILL RE
of the tall man at the bar,
speech
afternoon and denied that he was report issued today by the department as vital to him personally as the is- DUCE PROFITABLE ENTRIES
earnestly beseeching them to Concf agriculture. did not Indicate gener sue to the nation. It is her own soul
married.
sider the past good character of the
TO
ACRES.
25,000,m)0
ally much improvement In the condi that Canada risks today. Once that
accused and the Inconceivability of
tion of the crops over that of a month soul is
Not Married in Fairfield.
the murder being committed "by a
pawned for any consideration.
Santa Fe- - N- - M-- ' Se- - 8. "There
Fairfield, Conn., Sept 8. At the ago.
man of such alertness and Intelli
Canada must inevitably conform to
aro Btl" 33,783,647 acres of public
Some improvement was shown in the commercial,
town clerk's office here this aftersocial
financial,
gence."
legal
to nan m wew Me3HCO'
noon it was setated no license to corn as of September 1, over August and ethical standards which will be Iana
Others of the Jury looked distantly
million acres ten
through the window opposite them,
marry had been issued to Colonel 1 but It only amounted to seven tenths imposed upon us 'by the sheer admit against fifty-eigyears ago, but after the new state
wearied of meeting the eyes of a gap
Astor. It was further stated that if of 1 per cent in the aggregate. The ted weight of the United Sttes."
has
selected Its state land, the area
of
the
total
crops
ing crowd, which for a fortnight has
principal
production
to
be solemnized in
a marriage was
milleft will not exceed twenty-fivconcentrated Its observation on them.
Fairfield the license would have to this year, as indicated by their condi
Mr. Smith reviewed the evidence In
lion acre and .JJie- choicest land will
SUFFRAGE
bo issued from the town clerk's of- tion, on September 1, with compari WOMAN'S
and continued the Impeachhave been selected," said Secretary
detally
1910
of
follows:
of
son
final
the
yield
fice.
ment
Mexico buof
Paul Beattio'a testimony as
New
of
H.
B.
the
Henlng
2,736,160,400;
1911, corn, bushels,
At the home of Mrs. H. S. Glover,
Heof his argument.
FOUGHT
"so
the
that
18
of
BITTERLY
reau
keynote
today,
immigration
with whom Mr. Force and Miss Kath- - spring wheat, 203,418,600; all wheat.
for four hours, concluding Just
to file on a fari on
spoke
wish
who
those
before the luncheon recess. I O.
erine Force recently visited, it was 656,762,400; 'oats, 842,475,000; barley
Uncle's Sam's domain in New Mexico
stated that Colonel Astor had not 142,871,400.
Wendenburg of the prosecution, beFORM
SOLONS
CALIFORNIA
will have to do so soon."
1910,
corn, bushels, 3,125,713,000;
gan the closing speech of the trial
been married there and it was not ex"During the fiscal year there were
LEAGUE TO PREVENT BAL213,399,000; all wheat,
wheat,
afternoon.
this
spring
be.
would
he
acres;
1,718,395
9,667 filings covering
pected
LOT FOR WOMEN.
1,126,765,000; barHave you not thought," said Mr.
the year before there were 12,999 filPreparations aboard Colonel John 695,433,000; oats,
Smith in conclusion, "that a T&erdict
Jacob Actor's team yacht Norma to ley 162,227,0000.
ings covering 2,320,000 acres, while
8
Frank
of
was
getof
guilty means also the death of the
Los Angeles, ,Calif., Sept.
this year, owing to the coming
day indicate that the owner
and the disgrace of the little
sena
father
states
end
former
week
P.
united,
there
that
believed
Is
another
Flint,
for
it
statehood,
ting ready
assistsister?
RAGING
former
Moreover, near her Is a litcoverFIRES
of
FOREST
will be twenty thousand filings,
tor; Oscar
cruise, but whether at the goal
TOTAL NUMBER OF BALES HAND
who cannot even lisp his
tle
8. Forest ant United States attorney general i!i
boy
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IS
BLESSING
and
acres,
Francisco,
San
Sept.
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million
four
a
was
clergyman
the cruise
ing at least
REACHED
SEASON
THIS
LED
his mother is gone and now
and
been
have
prayers;
of
under
the interior,
tne department
most of the filings of late are
wedding was a question neither Col fires which forhree days
to brand the father as
are
asked
of
men
of
some
you
the
across
771,415
t
law.
forty-eighother
homestead
fiancee's
acre
their
way
prominent
of
320
his
eating
the enlarged
onel Astor nor any
NECESSARY
NOW
assassin of the
blooded
coldest
the
in
Cal
banded
des- most valuable ranges in northern
together
Los Angeles are
family would answer. Even the
twentieth
century.
May Jod give
out
woman's
to
the
reached
an
a
secret
was
last
ifornia
fight
night
organization
tination of the Norma
Washington, Sept. 8. The ginning
you wisdom to do your duty."
1911
was
RICH
MAKE
INSIST
TO
WILL
ELSE
of
NOTHING
Orders to get the yacht ready for skirts of Novato, eleven miles north suffrage.
POLICE
of cotton of the grbwth
The ending of argument for the deThe OdiBanization, which is con
HEIR AND CHORUS GIRL WIFE
a run up the Hudson to the Astor of here. Five hundred men, includ
on more actively throughout
carried
at the recess hour lndfcated
fense
men
A HAPPY PAIR
tag every able bodied man resident of sidered merely a nucieu ui
place at Rhinebeck were, it was
the cotton belt to September 1 this
case would go to the Jury
the
PROSECUTION
that
ON
the
to
out
at
the
pre
of
opponents
association
cancelled today. The Nonna's Novato spent the night
in any similar period In
than
year
Prosecutor
6 ' o'clock.
5
or
about
is
bunkers have been choked with coal skirts of the town battling with the sentation of the ballot to women,
New York, Sept. 8. The paternal
least as far as accurat
its
history,
noon
that he
said
at
Wendenburg
fire
of
the
oi
known as the "committee
miy
as if for a long run. Second only to flames.... .Another branoh
ate ginning records have been kept. blessing is the only, thing needed to- would occupy the rest of the afterP
W
WHO SHOT WEALTHY
WCfMAN
constitu
of
n. uan m Com
the
to
ana
mne
the
was
adoption
a
was
Norma
witnin
opposed
tho hiiBtln of the
This is shown by the first ginning day to complete the happiness of noon with his speech.
8." It is proCHICAGO CLUB MAN MUST FACE
who
stir at Miss Force's residence, where Rafael late tonight. The Marin coun tional amendment No.
report of the season, compiled by the Louis M. Ream and his bride,
serve
'
A SERIOUS CHARGE.
cor- was Eleanor
former
of
a
rush orders are being delivered by ty poor farm was in imminent dange posed that the committee shall
its
Pendleton,
reports
from
bureau
census
and autos loaded with fire neat as a directing and executive body
dressmakers and milliners.
respondents in the cotton growing chorus girl. Norman B. Ream, the
new
and
a
driven
wing
Iteer
powerful
which
sent
there.
about
ers were
a states. A total of 771,415 bales had father, one of the big men in the steel GOVERNOR W.
MILLS
8
After
spendln?
Sept.
Chicago,
faction shall operfrom hillsides wandering along the of the
of
This
room
former
and
ago.
week
matron's
partner
a
to
the
einned
corporation,
up
wakeful
been
night in,
ountry road obstructing automobiles ate.
of a police station, Mrs. Harriet B. is greater by almost three hundred the late Marshall Field of Chicago,
excommittee
of
the
members
FORTY-FOU- R
HILLED
fire
Many
parties.
fighting
carrying
PREBICTSJ VICTORY
Coney, who yesterday shot Kouert thousand bales than the previous learned for the first time yesterday
pressed today the belief that it is
of
out
club
man,
that his only son, three years
Bruce Watson, a wealthy
record made In 1905.
their duty to "Protect women from
The case ras
hot and dry weather college, had been married since Sep BELIEVES
continued
was
today.
The
arraigned
IN BUILDING'S FALL
PART
REPUBLICAN
the
that
declared
the ballot" and
LONG AIRSHIP FLIGHT
continued until September 22. Her in a greater portion of the belt, es tember 1. Young Ream is assistant
women
do
California
NOVEMof
IN
WILL
TRIUMPH
Washington. Sept. 8. Lieutenant great majority
bail was filed at $2,000. but as no pecially in Texas, was chiefly respon secretary of a trust company here
not desire suffrage.
BER ELECTION.
Little rela His bride, whose real name was DavTHEATER COLLAPSES Rodgers, flying high in tne air,
FRENCH
bondsmen were present, she was tak sible for the increase.
late
yesterday
Mrs.
reached
to
and
the
Washington
Richmond
in
matron's
lived
quarters.
en back to the
idson, formerly
tion appears to elxst, according
AND CARRIES WORKMEN TO
cour: by census bureau experts, between the Baltimore. Mr. Ream, the elder, Is
and after circling the Washington
Of the fact that he made a wise
Coney was accompanied into
SUDDEN DEATH
monument for a quarter of an hour, SAY UNITED STATES
brother and an attorney.
size of the crop and the quantity of at his country home in Thompson, choice when he selected Las Vegas-her
landed near, the White House. The
as his home, Governor . William J
Watson's wounds are not serious cotton ginned during any period of Conn.
8.
Theatre
The
France.
Sept.
able to leave the season.- - This is shown In the hlg
Myce.
will
be
Mills is well aware; of the fact that
he
flight was one of the longest and most
said
is
and
it
BOOTLEGGING
CAUSES
El DwaJo collapsed here thi$ mora- successful yet accomplished by - a
the
hospital within two weeks. The crop years of 1904, 1906, and. 1908. UNCLE JOE TIRED OF POLITICS. the republicans of New Mexico made
workmen, engaged in naval aviator. Lieutenant Rodgers be
ing. Forty-fou- r
woman has been booked on a charge each of which' produced more tnan
Indianapolis, Ind., SepU 8. "Thank a wise choice when they selected Las
In . these God there is no campaign this fall," Vegas as the place of their first ii,u'e
making repairs to the building, were ing one of the three officers who are COLORADO W. C. T. U. WANTS of assault with intent to kill and the thirteen million bales
on
buried in the ruins. Rescue work is stationed at the aerodrome : near me
U. Can- convention he la equally jwell aware..
police declare , they will Insist
years the percentage of th total crop said former Speaker Josph
FEDERAL LICENSES REFUSED
who
and
at
when
case
Annapolis,
naval
the
academy
proceeding.
1. was i.x.s-- i non who was in this city today, "and And he is perfectly delighted to say
Watson
to
prosecuting
September
tinned
'
of the
IN DRY.TERRITORY.
"
'
The entire roof of ' the auditorium are the first in
ho recovers.
por cent, respectively, while I shall make no political speeches. I so.
and
cus
from
fell in with a great crash. Five men service to take up aviation. He had
released
Governor Mills arrived last night
Mrs. Coney was
crop was 10,803,000 am not talking politics now for this
the
when
1905.
in
miles when he
have been taken out alive but badly flown about forty-fiv- e
Grand Junction, Colo., Sept. 8. Pro tody later on bonds signed by a pro bales 4.5 per cent of it was ginned reason what's the use? What good from Santa Fe to join Mrs. Mills and
had
dead
bodies
Sixteen
here.
landed
reinjured.
fessional bondsman.
hv September 1. Last year 3.1 per would it do? I'm going back home and their son and daughter, Wilson and
testing that the United States is
been taken out of the ruins up to 3
cent of the total crop was ginned to hustle I'll haveUo if I pay my debta Madeline, who arrived here Wednes
sponsible for bootlegging and intem
o'clock, this afternon.
PUNISHMENT
this winter."
day from Santa Fe In the Mills auto.
DODGE
TRIES TO
September 1.
perance in every dry city and county
LA FOLLETTE BOOM LAUNCHED.
The governor said ha had little to of
The report shows that 771,415 bales
Denver, Sept. 8. V F. Lemaster,
Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 8 Mow in the country, the Woman's Chris under sentence of three to four years counting round as half bales, had
fer in the light of new information
CRISIS REACHED IN CHINA
SPAIN RIDDEN WITH MALADY,
union nere nas in the penitentiary for embezzlement been ginned from the growth of 1911 Washington, Sept 8. A crisis has concerning the political situation in
Perplgnan, France, Sept. 8. Trains than three hundred progressive repub tian TBmnerance
of Minnesota, at
constarted a movement to secure the en of $3,7000, the value of a shipment of to September 1, compared with 353,011 arisen In the turbulent province of New Mexico, except that he was
arriving here today from Spain were licans from all parts
last
night hailed with ac actment of a law prohibiting the U- flour received from a Kansas miller, bales of the growth of 1910 ginned to Szechuan in China and the foreign of vinced the republican party "would tri
crowded with refugees from Spain, a banquet
claim Senator Robert M. La Folletta
a writ September 1. 1910; 388,242 bales for fices of the United States and other umph by a big maJorR at the elecowing to a violent epidemic of
suance of federal liquor licenses in has filed an application for
to be held November 7.
countries have taken precautionary tion
somewhat oscure enteric malady, of Wisconsin as the logical standard
the
with
supreme
1909 and 402,229 bales for 1908.
'
local W. C. of supersldeas
The
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prohibition
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am glad Las Vegrs got the concitizens
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service
this
year
Officers of the sanitary
steps for the safety
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court
said the governor. AcAmerican
1910;
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Barce'ona are distributing to every in the next presidential campaign. T. U. will endeavor to enlist the supthat
region.
6,994, compared
to
the
support
the
pledging
Resolutions
in
to
1908.
country
for
directions
guard companied by his family Governor
household laudanum with
will be brought into play
port of every chapter
11,587 for 1909 and 20,862
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and all
last
senator
"first,
Wisconsin
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Mills will drive back to Santa Fe,
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citizens,
bear
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drug
London, Sept. 8. James R. Keene The number of
re to bring pressure
1909 international navy array is at hand leaving here at 6 o'clock tomorrow
for
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as the first symptoms of the attack the time,' in the contest for the
1910;
for
n
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1911;
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for
today
passed a good night
nomination were at the next session
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m Chinese waters..
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appeared. The civil guards are be publican presidential
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TRIAL MAY BARE
MYSTERY OF A
HUGE THEFT
GEORGE W. FITZGERALD TO FACE
oURY FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
OF $173,000.

r.

'

Chicago, Sept. 8. Chicagoans are
'wondering if the veil of mystery will
bo lifted from the $173,000 subtreasury
theft when George W. Fitzgerald is
tried for the alleged embezzlement at
the present term of the federal court.
Public opinion as to tltzgerald's
guilt or innocence is divided, as it
has been ever Bince the finger of suspicion was first pointed at him. Many
persons firmly believe the accused
man is the unfortunate victim of a
great mistake. Others do not hesitate to declare their opinion that Fitzgerald is one of the smoothest rogues
with which Uncle Sam's secret service men have ever had to deal.
The only point in the case concerning which there is not the slightest
doubt is that a fortune in cash officially stated to be $173,000 disappeared from within the steel cage and
granite walls of the suotreasury as
mysteriously as if the money had
wings, literally as well as figuratively,
and for nearly five long years its
whereabouts has remained an absolute mystery.
The first Intimation subtreasury officials had of a shortage was on a
Wednesday afternoon. In the summer of 1908, when Fitzgerald, who had
been a government employe for seven
years, walked from his cage over to
the cashier's, F. C Russell, and told
him he was short $173,000.
An examination
of Fitzgerald's
books showed that the shortage was
not a matter of bookkeeping, but of
actual loss. Further Investigation, it
is said, developed that by strange coincidence the balance retained by the
assorting teller in bis custody the
night before was the exact amount of
money missing. Inquiry at Washington showed that the money had not
been shipped there by mistake.
Thomas I. Porter, chief of the United States secret service, in Chicago,
ascertained that three previous thefts
bad taken place, It is alleged, in Fitzgerald's cage prior to this time. These
losses were, respectively, $500, $600
and $900.
Fitzgerald, when questioned, laid
suspicion upon a party of workmen
who had been employed about the sub- treasury the day previous. .The money,
Fitzgerald said, lay in stacks upon his
desk in a dark corner of the cage and
might easily have been reached from
under the grating. He said that at
lest a dozen men had access to the
cage.
The private life of every employe
was. Investigated, among them Fitzwas
gerald's. His manner of life
simple, his manner genial and he was
popular among his associates.
He constantly asserted his innocence of direct evidence In diverting
suspicion to other quarters.
John E. Wllkle, chief of the United
States secret service, after a consultation with Secretary of the Treasury Shaw and President Roosevelt
took personal charge of the case. A
widespread and systematic investiga

tion covering the whole country followed, but without obtaining inffi-den- t
evidence to warrant an arrest.
Fitzgerald, however, although out
of the service, was never lost sight
of for a day. More than two years
later interest in the case was revived
by the announcement that Fitzgerald
had been arrested and charged with
the theft. It was said at the time that
the secret service men had found tiat
he was spending money very liberally.
He was reported to have bought a
home for his family and to be in easy
circumstances financially. Moreover,
a report was circulated that a Chicago business man bad confessed that
Fitzgerald had offered him a liberal
commission if he would pass some
$1,000 bills' for him.
However much truth there may have
been in these stories the fact of the
matter is that the accused man was
discharged almost immediately after
his arrest and without trial. It was
intimated that the officers had blundered by taking their man into custody before the time was ripe. Fitzgerald explained his alleged liberal
expenditures at the time by saying
he had made considerable money by
speculating in eggs.
Just when the public had about concluded that the matter had beau
dropped it was surprised to learn
that Fitzgerald was again under arrest on the old charge. It developed
that the grand Jury had returuei a
new indictment upon evidence fur
nished by the secret service men. Tun
Indictment was returned secretly a
few days before the statute of limitations would have made Fitzgerald,
guilty or innocent, safe from all
FOR CONSTIPATION.
A Medicine

that

Does Not Cost Any-

thing Unless Is Satisfies.
The active medicinal ingredients of
Rexall Orderlies, which is odorless,
tasteles and colorless, is an entirely
new discovery. Combined with other
extremely valuable ingredients, It
forms a. perfect bowel regulator,
invigorator and strengthened
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
and are notable for their agreeable-nes- s
to the palate and gentleness of
action. They do not cause griping or
any disagreeable effect or inconvenience.
Unlike other preparations Job a
like purpose,, they ao not create a
habit, but Instead they overcome the
cause of habit acquired through the
use of ordinary laxatives, cathartics
and harsh physic, and permanently re
move the cause of constipation or Irregular bowel action.
We will refund your money with
out argument If they so not do as we
say they will. Three sizes, 60c, 25c
and 10c. Sold only at our store The
Rexall Store, E. O. Murphey, corner
Sixth street and Douglas avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

TO APPLICATIONSFOR

BE DEMOCRATIC

WATER RIGHTS

HEADQUARTERS

ARE FILED

THEIR BATTLE IN STATE CAMPAIGN WILL BE DIRECTED

TERRITORIAL

PASS ON THEM

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 8 The
democratic party .in New Mexico will
make its fight from Albuquerque in
the coming state campaign, and W. C.
McDonald, chairman of the state central committee, will make his
here as long as he believes
1'. necessary.
This much and a great
deal more, not given out for publication, was decided upon at a well attended meeting of the executive committee, held in the Commercial club
yesterday.
The executive committee was In
session practically all day, going over
the work accomplished, at the meeting of the state central committee
the previous day. Enthusiasm was a
chief feature of the session. Enthusiasm was specially rampant when A.
A. Jones of Las Vegas suggested a
novel plan by which "progressive" republicans could be taken into the
democratic camp without the progressives losing their Identity or having it said of them that they had
turned their coats. The plan advocated by Mr. Jones was kept under
cover, but It is understood that it is
so clever and such a happy thought
that it will be adopted practically in
its entirety and recommended by the
executive committee to be used in
sue a counties as may be deemed ad
visable by county committees. The
executive committee also discussed
the formation of a legal bureau, to be
composed of 'several of ithe most
prominent attorneys of the state, the
bureau to make a special study of the
statutes covering election frauds and
to prosecute vigorously all persons
believed to be guilty of such frauds.
A number of prominent men of
various parts of the state delivered
brief speeches, among them being Dr.
Kohlhausen of Raton, who made a
very encouraging report on conditions
In Colfax county coal mining camps;
Judge McGill, H. 3. Ferguson, John
Morrow, J. W Chllders, R. L. Owen
and several others.
The greater number of the politicians left for their tomes last night
and this morning.

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 8. The following are the water rights applications which have been filed in the
territorial engineer's office and which
wll be taken up by C. D. Miller In
the next few weeks:
592. Anton Borovansky, Oscura, N,
M filed Aug. 3, 1911. Waters of Arroyo in Lincoln county.
693. A. E. and M. E. Balrd, Alamo-gordN. M., Aug. 5, 1911.
Waters
of San Beeita, Garden and North canyons in Otero county.
594. H. F. Robinson, superintendent
of V. S. Indian service, Albuquerque,
N. M., Aug. 16, 1911, Waters of Rio
Pueblo in .Bernalillo county.
695. James I. Cowan, Maxwell, N.
M... Aug. 17, 1911. Waters of Chlco
Rico and Red rivers in Colfax county.
596. A. D. Luce, Questa, N. M., Aug.
24, 1911. Waters of Long Canon creek
in Taos county.
697.
Ballard and Holder, Taos, N.
M., Aug. 24, 1911. Waters of Archl-bequ- e
and Los Mulas dry canons in
Taos county.
698.
Davis, Arrlgton & Crame,
Farmington, N. M., Waters of La Plata
river in San Juan county. Aug. 26,

bead-quarte-
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WILL MAIL,

Alfotmt & Gin.
ON

REQUEST, A COPY

OF

THEIR NEW CATALOGUE No. 104, FOR THE
JAUTUMN AND WINTER SEASONS,

1911-191-
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DURING

THE NEAR FUTURE

v

13.

WILL

FROM DUKE CITY.

Silllcus "How do you account for COMMITTEES GET BUSY AND OUT
his extreme popularity?"
Cynlci3
LOOK IS GOOD FOR A MOST
He never tells the truth about any
SUCCESSFUL EVENT.
body unless It is absolutely necessary."
Arrangements for the county fair
are progressing rapidly and all of the
The fellow who boasts of his ances committees are
pushing their work
tors seems to lose sight of the feet to the
limit of their ability. William
that he may be an ancestor himself
Shillinglaw of the advertising com
some day.
mittee, is out visiting the merchants
of the two cities, soliciting advertise
The fisherman isn't always a stem ments for the programs, and premium
parent Just because he doesn't believe list. This fair will be beneficial to the
town and al the storekeepers are re
in sparing the rod.
sponding to the call in fine style.
Robert J. Taupert, president of the
Business Men's association, will begin the work of his department at
once.
To this committee falls the
duty of raising the funds to back the
fair and with the assistance of the
Every person afflicted with an old sore realizes, sooner or later,
Mr.
committee,
Taupert will go
and
character
of
bad
the
condition
ulcer
the
exists
because
blood;
that
to obtain fin
the
merchants
among
xf the place depending on the nature of the blood infection. Virulent
ancial
backing.
circulation
in
while
the
produce angry, discharging ulcers,
impurities
milder, inert germs- are usually manifested in the form of indolent All of the farmers in this section
External treatment can never cure an of the country are at work on ex
sores or dry, scabby places.
internal trouble, therefore no one should depend upon salves, washes. hibits and the assortment of grain
lotions, etc. alone to cure a chronic sore. It is necessary to remove and farm products will be large. This
the cause before the place can heal: S.S.S. heals Old Sores by going year has been a fine one for the farm
down into the circulation and removing the impurities and germs ers and the exhibits will be equa:
which are responsible for the place. In addition to purifying the blood to any in the country.
5.5.5. enriches this vital fluid so that the irritated flesh around an old Buffalo Jones, the world famous
sore is naturally and thoroughly stimulated, and a permanent cure wild animal roper and preserver of
S.5. S. is wild buffalo, will bring his famous
results, because every morbid influence has been removed.
the best of all blood purifiers and therefore a natural remedy for old herd to the county fair, and this ex
Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free. 5.5.5. hibition promises to be one of the
sores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
most interesting features of the event,
is sold at drug stores.
This herd Is at the present time pas
tured at Onava.

OLD

ENGINEER

Snowballing In Summer.
A pretty game was devised by a
mother planning for an outdoor birth
day party. The little ones were lined
up on the lawn and pelted with snow
balls made of cotton and covered with
white crepe paper napkins tied with
white thread, thread and projecting
paper ends being clipped off after mak
ing. Of course the delighted young
sters scrambled after the white balls.
Laater on a contest was arranged, cap
tains being chosen on two sides and
ten balls being allotted to each small
player. The Designer.
Some men sell themselves to iho
simply rent them
selves out by the day.
devil, and others

1911.
599. The San Luis Power and Water Co., Costilla, N. M., Aug. 29, 1911.

Waters of Costilla river in Taos county.
600. May T. Roberts, Fruitland, N.
M., Aug. 31, 1911. Waters of Farmers
Mutual Canal waste of San Juan river
San Juan county.
601. F. L. Pearce, Albuquerque, N.
M., Sept. 2, 1911. Waters of TIjeras
canon in Bernalillo county.
602.
J. M. Miller, Roswell, N. M.,
191. Waters of drainage In
2.
Sept
Chaves county.
New Mexico Public Lands
A compilation by counties of the
area of public lands in New Mexico
and the entries made in the past fiscal year by H. B. Henlng, secretary
of the bureau of immigration, shows
that the public domain la dwindling
rapidly and that the best lands are
blng filed upon so extensively, that in
a few years there 111 be but a small
area of worth while lands to file upon.
Several years ago, the public domain
covered more than 64,000,000 acres.
Today it is only 33,73,647 acres, a decrease of 2,671,045 from last year.
When the new state selects its lands
the reduction will be material. Santa
Fe county still has 354,440 acres of
public land. Last fiscal year there
were 6,667 original entries as against
9,7775 original entries the year be
fore. There were 3,000 final entries
as against 3,224 the year before. Fil
ings of all classes last fiscal year covered 1,718,395 acres as 2,329,000 acres
the year before.
Governor's Annual Report
Governor Mills has begun the com
pilation of his annual report to the
secretary of the interior, the last re
port to be made under a territorial
fcrm of government.
NOT SALTS, OIL OR
PILL3 BUT CASCARETS
No odds how sick your Stomach; how
hard your hdad aches or how

Bilious Qascarets make
you feel great
You men and women who somehow
can't get feeling right who have an
almost daily headache, coated tongue,
foul taste and foul breath, dizziness,
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
upset bothered with a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or have backache
and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean Inside with
Cascarets, or merely forcing a passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is

important
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour, undigested and fer
menting food and foul gasses; take
the excess bile from the liver and
carry out of the system all the decomposed waste matter and poison in
the intestines and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
you out by. morning a
box
from any drug store will keep your
entire family feeling good for months.
Don't forget the children. They love
Cascarets because they taste gpod
do good never gripe or sicken.
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SATURDAY

After Supper SalelNo.
Only one conclusion

No. 26

xlife?

1
.

EVENING,

-a half year of popular and successful Saturday evening Special Sale.
be drawn Value offered for these sales are unusual and attractive the mer-

26-

chandise desirable, and the sales in general appreciated by you.
enWe are going to continue these Special Sales through the second half of the year are going to
deavor to make them even more popular than now to give still better values than we hae. We want
these sales to become the best known, best attended and biggest value giving sales in the state.
Tomorrow night we have our After Supper Sale No. 26. Look over the following items you'll find

something to interest you.
Attend this sale and get your share of these special values. If there is something you would especially
like to see on sale on some Saturday evening, tell us about it we'll appreciate any suggestions and will try
to carry out your wishes.

No Telephone Orders Accepted

Cash Only

Children's 20c Hose

15c

11c

Tomahawk and Rockproof Hose for boys and
Hopscotch Hose for girls all with double
heel and toe and triple knee, guaranteed,
.
worth 20c a pair, special
,

15c

Manchester Percales Ol2c

36 inch Manchester Percales, plain or fancy,
all desirable colors, sold everywhere for
15c per yard, special for our After Supper
10
Sale, per yard

...

lie

l-- 2c

Sl.OO Alarm Clocks 67c

Turkish Towels lOc
i

A Turkish Towel of good quality, either
bleached or unbleached, full size, hem- med, worth 15c each, for our After Sup- 10c
per Sale, each

Clocks of good quality, perfect
and loud, dependable alarms, guaranteed
for one year, worth $1.00 each, special,
time-keepe-

....

-

67c

each

Rosenwald
Mexico's
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ESTABLSHED 736Z

SAN MIGUEL DEMOCRATS
TO HAVE

22

DELEGATES

Get Wise on Gloves

TOTAL REPRESENTATION IN THE
STATE CONVENTION WILL

Von know it's expensive to buy cheap glove.
oil harThey soak through with ateam, water and
den after wetting don't protect your handa.
Gloves are the moat economical
"Aabeatol
arlovea.

...I.

.

il

1

I)

For Railroad Men
rt perfect
4iT--

befauae

and

Mtey

aevet at. (Tea from wetting of

P11."UMttht

thread

rASBESTOC

- lock atlt

tram." They are
ewer giovce out
Ask your dealer for the gemitna
K he ahouldn l
"JUbmtol."
tiave them tell a hi name. W
will aee yoa arc supplied and
end atoMaf Asm tomArt.

thy
arorin more Usui

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED Eltsndrath
.
HORSE HIDE

Glovt Co

''

f

H

io

Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna

....10

Jfor sale by

10
14
11
7
3

McKinley
Mora

3

Otero

...

Quay

San Juan
Sandoval
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Santa Fe
San Miguel
Sierra ....
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

-

steam,

!

i"Asbestol" Glove

16

Curry

Eisen-

la

cinder and beat proof.

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 8 The demo
cratic state convention will have a
total of 272 delegates. San Miguel
county will have the largest individual
delegation, namely 22.. Following is
the representation fixed by counties
In the official call:
Bernalillo
17
Chaves
14
Colfax

Thev wear longest and feel best.

3 rath 's Celebrated Horsehide used in them

BE 272.

f

'

12
7
13
6
2
17
10
13
22
S

,

15
a
11
1?
3

"You say, prisoner at the bar, that
you killed the deaceased in self-d- e

fense?" said the judge.
"Yes, your honor," replied the prisoner with dignity.
"State the nature of his attack upon
you," said the magistrate.
"He had just returned from Italy,
your honor," said tie prisoner, "and
when I asked him if he had taken
many photographs in Rome and else
where he replied that he hadnt because the Italian police were enforc-ingth- e
laws against Camorra fiends
without mercy. It was then that I
Some people are not satisfied to shot him."
take things as they come unless they
"What say you, gentlemen of the
can sell them at a profit
Jury?" asked the Judge, turning to the
Jury box.
Don's try to understand a woman
"Not guilty!" roared the Jurors with
and you will succeed.
one voice. Harper's Weekly.

WHOLESALERS OP

Clothing Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves
LAS VEGAS, MEW MEXICO.

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent"
The Leading Brands of High Patent FInnn
Handled exclusively in Las Vegas
by

10-ce-

Charles Ilfeld Company,
New Mexico's Largest Wholesalers

Every one recognizes the Superiority of these
our Competitors.

brands-E- ven

CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE
BULLSEYE

V

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, VRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 8.
roir.

20

MONTREAL

RACE MEETING.

Montreal, Sept. 8. The Montreal
Jockey club's final meeting for 1911
opens tomorrow with the promise of
at the
famous Blue Bonnets track. The
track is In as nearly perfect condition as possible; and
many lmprove- uieuu, nave Deen made to the plant
since the close of the
spring
The stables are filled with meeting.
400
horses' all fit and readynearly
for th
starter's bell.
The meeting will continue
through
the whole of next week. The overnight purses will be mostly of a Min
or five hundred dollars,
while there
are a number of handicaps to be run.
The big stake events of the
will be the Earl Grey Cup, formeetingthreyear-old- s
and up, with $1,000 addd
mile and a quarter; the Hochel
handicap, for
six fur
longs, wim ii.ooo added; the Strath-con- a
s
Steeplechase, for
and up, two and a half miles, with
$1,000 added;
the Derby cup, for
s
and up, Canadian
s
owned, one and
miles
with $1,000 added; the
Champion
s
stakes, for
and up, one
mile, with $1,000 added; the Henrie
Memorial Steeplechase, for
and up, three miles, with $1,000
added.

LABOR NOTES
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HARMON IN NEW ENGLAND.
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and
tion
Street
The
gamated
visitors come New
Winters Drug Co
clined,
5.00
Mexico shall be as follows:
Intimated, a western candidate fo.'
Tet cans of this sort In some poems
Electric Railway Employes, In his an from every nook and corner of CaliC. H. Schlrmer
5.00 first
una.
Bernalillo
25
place might naturallv ha er
nual
was
shows
fornia
and
that
14. Injuu
$G0,612
railroad
the
men estimated
report,
Mrs. Benjamin
tubs and In barrels men have vnn- 6.00
Chaves
pected to enjoy an advantage In this
mrea rrom land.
io
disabil
for
the
that
10,000
sick,
year
paid
during
will
fully
be
strangers
in
Danziger Bros
And in cans of this kind, so I
5.00 section over
The vogue of fuschia has but little
Colfax
Governor Wilson of New
17
town before tomorrow morning. In
ity and death benefits.
Chao. O'Malley
Knn
abated.
IB. Now here Is a
Jersey, the nomination of whom for
5
. , ,
Curry
can that Is yellow and
More
in
of
than
honor
the
$200,000
occasion
deposited
the
Mrs.
business
R. Flint
Above all others, the season's fab5.00
round.
Dona Ana
'
president would probably De followed
13
n.
Denver banks by various unions has section of the city is handsomely decGraaf Dry Goods Co
wnuint. seem little prized, for it ric Is voile.
6.00 by the selection of a western
man' for
4
Eddy
Brows on tne ground.
been
was
withdrawn
because
orated
be
and
it
illuminated.
are
and
round neck bodices
Square
Johnson
Many of the
5.00 vice
. KEY.
Grant
president.
io
lieved that some of the officials of the delegations are accompanied by bands
1. Canister.
equally popular.
9. Cantata.
V. Hedgcock
5.00
2. Canal.
m
Fashionable are royal purple para- banks were interested in mines where and drum corps. The festivities will
10.
Guadalupe
Canopy.
5.00
3. Candle.
Montgomery Bell
11. Canny.
MRS. SAGE IS 83 YEARS OLD.
sols with whito silk linings.
Lincoln
9
union men are being! boycotted.
4. Candid.
begin bright and early tomorrow
W. G. Haydon
12. Canter.
B.no
Sailor
L. I., Sept 8. Many par
collars
or
of
are
satin
silk
Lawrence,
6. Canvas.
Luna
3
13. Canto.
to
The
latest
be
trade
organized morning and continue over Sunday.
Mrs. Davis
5.00 cels
now veiled with black or white chif
14. Canoe.
flowers and an almost
Cannibal,
containing
5
McKinley
into a union in Greater New York is The program will include in addition
7. Cannon.
15.
fon.
5.00 countless number of
Ludwig W. Ilfeld
Cantaloupe.
5. Candy.
congratulatory
Mora
15
to
of
the
umbrella
candle
the big parade of Native Son par-lar- s
fancy
Satin and velveteen are predicted that
C. H. Bally
5.00 messages were received
today at the
Otero
7
as the leaders in suit material for the makers.' The members expect to be
and Native Daughter parlors
D. Boucher
25.00 home of Mrs. Russell Sage to remind
Musical Entertainment.
1
fall.
11
i
able
Quay
through their organization! 'to free street entertainment, band conAfter the meeting of a musical clnb
25.00 the philanthropic widow of the faHarvey
Rio Arriba
16
Nothing seems to diminish the popu bring about an increase of wages and certs, dancing, athletic events and fire
the hostess had this little diversion:
Friend
25.00 mous financier of her elgMy-thlr-d
or better conditions.
7
Roosevelt
One played the melody of the follow- larity of the collarless bodice
works.
A. Jones
20.00 birthday
anniversary. Despite ber
gown.
10
Sandoval
William Johnston, of Washington, D.
ing songs, the titles being unan
J. D. V. Veeder
15.00 four score and three years, Mrs. Sage
A novel
and
from
conceit
pretty
'
..'
nounced.-'.- , ...
. .....
6
San
Juan
was
Paris- V colored sashes and shoes to C,
D. J. Leahy
recently elected president of
INSTITUTE OF BANKING.
,. 15.00 enjoys vigorous health and Is able to
San Miguel ............. . .. . 30
Banner," "Marching match.
the International Association ot MaS. B. Davis, Jr.........
15.00 devote Beveral hours dally to the task
Rochester, K." T., Sept. 8. The
Through Georgia,"
17
"Columbia,
the
Santa Fe
M. M. Sundt
Irregular shapes and plenty of un- chinists over James O'Connell, who ninth annual convention of the Amer
15.00 of examinatlng applications for charGem of the Ocean," "Battle Hymn of curled
6
Sierra
ostrich plumes mark the latest held that position, for many years. ican Institute of Banking is In sesH. G. Coors
15.00 ity or philanthropy and to reviewing
the
Republic,"
"Tramp,
17
Socorro
Tramp. large hats as a rule.
Johnston was the candidate of the sion here, with an attendance of sev15.00 reports of the work accomplished by
Chester Hunger
Tramp," "Hail Columbia," "Home
'
In
Their prominence
the coronation
13
Taos
eral hundred delegates from chapters
E. J. Taurert
many colleges, homes and
io.!)" the
.,
Sweet Home,"
"Yankee Doodle." celebration has brought rich oriental progressives.
8
Torrance
and
of
the organization throughout the
Electrotypers'
Stereotypers'
Dr. F, E. OIney
10.00 other institutions that have benefited
"When Johnnie Comes
Marphins; fabrics again to the fore.
14
Union .'.
Is planning country. The institute was founded
Mrs. Sage gives
Henrietta C. Lucas
10.00 by her liberality.
Home Again," "Auld
Sweet peas in their delicate pink, union of San Francisco
Lang Syne."
15
Valencia
,
to he used in 1901 and is affiliated with the
little .to the Individual applicant for
o.n
"America."
,
Frank Bope
blue, lavender and pink shades are to raise a fund of $6,000
for the entertainment of delegates and American Bankers' association. Its
The guests wrote down the names ideal for the afternoon hats.
It Is said that if 'She re5.00 charity.
'
Lydia McNair
303
Total..
visitors to the annual convention of principal object is educational. To
M. Greenberger
5.00 sponded to all the. begging letters she
It is recommended that in event the U L. Cooley
the international union which will this end has been provided a study
5.cn receives the Sage millions would be
convene in San Francisco In the fall course, which is furnished the various same deelgates are not elected dele- Judge E. V. Long
5.00 exhausted within a year.
of next year.
chapters, covering the object of gates to the Judicial and legislative Duncan & Brown
3.00
banking, in its historic, economic and district conventions that the same O. L. Gregory
3.60
legal aspect. Examinations are held basis be usedxin the election of such Chas. Greenclay
2.60
A wagon show, which had gaudy at stated Intervals on the lectures district delegates and that such con Geo. H. Hunker
2.50
are delivered monthly, and on ventions shall be called and held, af- O. G. Schaefer
2.00
paper but little else, played to a very that
the
of the members is dellv- - ter the state convention, at such time
grading
small
2.00
Perry Onion
unsatisfactory business in a
eared a certificate of efficiency. Tha and place as may be agreed upon by Mrs. Treverton
2.00 Mr. E. O. Hatfield. 73 years old and
town generally good.
a sufferer for years, Is an enthusiastic
embraces cashiers, tell the chairmen of the central commit- Earickson & Sabin
2.00
Following the afternoon perform- membership
friend of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
2.00
ance two locals were checking up the ers, clerks and other employes of tha tees of the several counties compos- W. Koogier
because of what it has done for him.
2.00
stand leading banks throughout the country, ing the respective districts mentioned, Pete Roth
show from the
He writes: "I have taken Duffv's
or in default of agreement by said Lumber Co
2.00 Pure Malt Whiskey as a medicine for
on the fence opposite the depot.
chairmen, by a majority of the dele Jose Baca
2.00 over two years, and it has been a great
"They didn't have this," said one,
help to me. I was a sufferer from
convento
elect
such
district
'.
gates
2.00 stomach
El Dorado
pointing to a herd of elephants.
trouble for years, and Duffy's
tion.
Mr. Anderson
"Nor this," said the other, desig2.00, Pure Malt Whiskey has done me more
Is
recommended
further
the
It
that
than
R. L. M. Ross
2.00 good
any medicine I ever used.
nating a thrilling riding act.
I am never without it in the house and
republican county conventions in and Gus Lehmann
1.00
"Blamed if ,1 saw this," No. 1 went
I
cannot
speak too highly of it and
for the several counties, for the nomi New Optic
'.
1.00 what it has done for me.
a flying-trapezperon, indicating
I am now in
afnation
held
of
be
officers,
county
Mr. Freize
1.00 my seventy-thir- d
formance.
year." R. O. Hatfield,
302
S.
Strieker St., Baltimore, Md.
ter the state convention.
1.00
Ida Laird
Popcorn George, who had suffered
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman. M. Blehl
1.60
keenly through a slack day, had overJOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
Mr. Closson
1.50
heard tha conversation. Stepping between them he put his hand on a
1.00
Chinaman
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
scene showing a mob storming a red
Cash
1.00
In the Probate Court, San Miguel M. J. Wood
1.00
wagon for tickets.
County, New Mexico.
E. C. de Baca
1.00
"No," said he "and they didn't have
In the matter of the Estate of E. S. Lewis
this." Chicago Evening Poet.
1.00
Carlota Apodaca de Chavez, deceased. R. Devine
1.00
To Whom It May Concern: Notice C. S. Brown
1.00
is hereby given that the final re- N. Fontaine
1.00
She's such a help to her clever hus
in the Frank Strass
port of the administrator,
1.00
band. Everybody knows that he la a
above entitled estate has been filed Jacobs
1.00
genius, but few are next to the fact
In said Court, and the 25th day of Ed Thias
l.oo
that his little wife aids him In his
September, 1911 has been set by the Mrs. M. R. Williams
1.00
every activity. We got a look-i- n at
Court for the hearing of objections to Mr.
1.00
this state of affairs at the surprise
Randolph
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
the same and the final settlement of E. E. Johnson
1.00
party we gave him the other night.
has to its credit more than fifty
said estate.
years
V. Jones
1.00 of success without a
When the food had been discussed
question as to its
Witness My Hand this 29th day of Hoffman & Graubarth
merits
as a curative agent. During this
1.00
he was called on for a speech, of
August, A. D., 1911.
O. Maloof
1.00 time it has broucht the Messinm nf
course. He arose from his seat beside
health
to overworked men, delicate
JOHN D. W. VEEDER.
Tucumcari
1.00 women and
hia wife he hemmed and hawed, and
sickly children, who find in
Administrator.
Arthur
1.00
Senecal
it
the strength-givin- g
then he said:
properties that
Miss Anna Rieve
1.00 are so necessary to thenu It quickens
"Ladies and gentlemen I am total- A lifetime of
and
Assimilation
and strengthens the heart action, aids
Digestion
disfigurement and
ly unprepared, of course, and er
It Is not the quantity of food taken Calloway & Lowe............. 1.00 digestion, restores health and
often
results
from
the
suffering
Juan
1.00
Ortega
as
makes
I said totally unprepared,
the old feel young and keeps
but the amount digested and assimilbeing
A real kimono, In style, is the secgown on the left is a pretty
2.00 the young strong and vigorous.
neglect, in infancy or childhood, ated that gives strength and vitality Mrs. Treverton
It is
of cream Vlyella, cut ond. It is made up In Japanese cot- you must er excuse me for being of
Cash
1.00 prescribed by doctors and is recognized
er unprepared. I er ah I was
simple skin affections. In the to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach
and trimmed with col- ton crepe, edged down front and on
as a family medicine everywhere.
and Liver Tablets invigorate the stomK. Martin
1.00
CAUTION. Wlen yon ask yonr drn
lar and cuffs of turquoise V- sleeves by bands of sateen of the hardly prepared for this er " And prevention and treatment of minor ach and liver and enable them to per- J.
grist
R.
R.
Larkln
1.00
grocer or dealer for Duffy's pnre Malt
and in the promotion of form their functions naturally. For
lyella; the right front Is taken over to same color as design on crepe. A sash then his wife interrupted:
eruptions
be sure you get the genuine. It la
WMakey,
F. Rubio
.50 an
the left side, where fastening is draws the gown in at the waist, and v "Why, darling," she said, "you permanent skin and hair
absolutely pnre medicinal malt whiskey
health, sale by all druggists.
D. C. de Baca. .
formed by buttons covered In blue. Is loosely knotted at the left side of knew it perfectly" this morning. The
.50 and la sold IN SEALED BOTTLES ONT.V-- L
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and
never
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OintIn bulk. Look for the
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Frank Vaughn
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there?"
go
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lnohes wide, 1 yards
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for I
lyella 33 Inches wide, 1 yard blue for cotton crepe
f 1.00 a large bottle. Write Medical
Although Cuticura fbwp ud Ointment are aotd
.50 ment.
What helps they are, these anxious throughout
sateen.
have used it with perfect success," Mrs. Lee
The
the world, a liberal sample o( each, with
Malt
Duffy
'trimming, 9 buttons.
Co..
Whigkey
booklet on the akin, will be aent
e
wives Cleveland Plain Dealer.
.60 Rochester, V. T., for an illustrated medical
oa writes Mrs. M. I. BaBford, Poolesvllle, Joe Ortega ...
application to "Cuticura." Sept. E, Boston.
booklet
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Md. For sale by all druggists.
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BREAKING FAT1IEKS
IIEAKT
Xo one can read the admissions of
lllenry Clay Beattle in court in the
presence of his old father and not feel
a sense of shame for the boy and
sense of pity for the father. Boys
are so given to sowing wild oats and
some seem never to be through with
the crop. "As one sows, so shall be
reap" is the law of life, and no man
expects to sow wheat and reap
thistles, nor may he expect to sow

thistles and reap wheat '
Parents are over indulgent, allowing the waywardness of the boy to
grow and develop beyond their con-

trol, sometimes without knowledge of
the extreme length to which it is going, but usually with some idea of how
bad it is, and with at least some degree of consciousness where it is all
leading.
a
"I spoiled him!" whispered that
father who in a sobbing voice
tried to tell a Jury the other day why
his son should not be put to death on
a charge of having murdered his
"I was very fond of him, and I
epoiled him." And the white-haireold man bent his head as ho thought
to what the lavishing of his love on
his boy had helped to bring that boy.
For it was too much
which kept Henry C. Beattie, Jr., from
'becoming all to his father which his
lather had always been to nim a
source of comfort and of pride, and
a protection in years when protection
was needed.
The young man lacked responsibility. He had only to ask for what
he desired, and it was his at once If
a doting parent could supply the demand' Having so much, the youth
valued nothing very highly not even
the love which was supplying him
with all that he fancied. So, in underrating those other things, he lost
all sense of the value of the father's
affection , and saw no reason why the
aging man should be considered,
cared for and loved in return.
It is a dreadful .thing for any young
man in these times to lack responsibilities.' Burdens on the shoulders of
youth may at times seem too heavy,
but they will not break a heart Lack
of them can do that does do that so
often that we are continually shud
dering at the stories of such tragedies.
Vir-niiii-

are, burning with blighting
According to developments,
the letter writer spent laborious
hours indicting epistles to wives telling of the alleged misdeeds of their
husbands, and vice versa. One of the
leading ministers has been branded
as a sort of combination Don Joan,
Blue Beard and Brlgham Young and
now half his congregation will not
speak to him.
Of course, a very great deal of ell
this scandal and gossip has no foundation In truth, but such is the readi
ness of the human family to give
credence to damning accusation that
nobody really knows for sure than
anybody in Easton is respectable. It
l3 highly absurd that society In the
"ennsylvania town should be so
wrought up bty anonymous letters,
but it is traglo that wholly Innocent
persons should be made victims of a
pen.
maligning and unacruplous
What" could prompt such a career for
a woman of decent parentage and
good, bringing up Is a psychological
problem that must be fathomed by
But Easton Is in a
the scientists.
fever of fear, anxiety, suspicion and
humiliation.
The storm broke when practically
everyone had heard from the anon
ymous letter writer. Now reconcilia
tions are in order and it Is to be
hoped that in a short time the social
slate may be wiped clean and that
Easton may relapse Into Its normal
state of tranquility.
populace

THEY PRODUCE REAT.

GENTLE HINT.

gossip...

TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAK NEWS
YORK
New York,

First Actor Yes, we had a rough
time in the Gulch.
Second Actor Really? Did the audience "hand you a lemon?"
First Actor No, they handed us

j

jj p4

My boy at college is
to have a hot time this year.
Mr. Jones Think so?
an egg.
Mr. Smith Sure of it. I am going
Second Actor What did that mean? to give him a Turkish bath cabinet
First Actor They wanted us to and a Bweater.
"beat It."

APPEARANCES

Mr. Smith

go-lu- g

KE WAS WISE.

DECEITFUL

-

Conductor (crowded street

car)

Move forward, please!
Passenger Not on your life. This
lady sitting here is my wife, and if
anyone sits in her lap it's going to be
me. I'm wise to this road's curves,
all right.

THEN THEY HAD IT.

SPECIAL OFFERINGS

girl-wif-

PLEDGING

SUPPORT TO SECUNDINO
FOR GOVERNOR

Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 7. 1910.
Whereas, It has become apparent
that the choice of the citizens of the
imperial county of San Miguel for the
first governor of the state of New
Mexico is the Honorable Secundlno
Romero of Las Vegas, and
Whereas, Mr. Romero in ability,
educational attainments and qualities
of statesmanship is emlninetly fitted
for and by his long and faithful service to the republican party and the
people of New Mexico is richly deserving of the high honor of serving as
the first executive of the new state,
therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the members of
the republican central committee of
the county of San Miguel, assembled
this 7th day of September, A. D. 1911,
at Las Vegas, New Mexico, pledge our
hearty suport to the Honorable
Roemro for the office of governor of New Mexico, and we further
give assurance to the citizens of San
Miguel county that we, as a central
committee, will exercise every lawful and honorable effort to promote
his nomination as governor by the reo
publican state convention.
THE POWER OP SLANDER THE
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF SAN MIGUEL COUNHoth ridiculous and tragic Is the
TY, NEW MEXICO.
consternation that has been caused
In the staid little city of Easton, Pa.,
fcy a letter writer who has been per
Diminution of French Birth Rats.
The Journal Offlclel has Just pubsistently making trouble for the good
people of that place for several years. lished the French vital statistics for
1910.
The most striking :'faA Is that
It J5 is" Indeed an odd situation.
excess
of births over deaths is
the
an
old
maid
centered
has
upon
84,061 in the
hitherto considered as free from only 70,681, as against
year. In England and Austria-previous
as
malloe
the average speciguile and
the excess is about
men of her gentle sex, yet if she was
This result Is a consequence
really the author of all the letters of the extraordinary fall in the births,
that me now beginning to see the which have droped from 1,000,018 in
liarht of day by way of the prosecu- 1859 to 984,000 in 1868, 899,000 in 1887
and 774,358 in 1910. If the total poptor's office she must be a veritable ulation
remains stationary it is be'
Regenerate.
cause the death rate also has considhas
This anonymous letter writer
erably diminished. The actual figures
kept alive all of the old scandals of are 703,777, the lowest ever observed.
the town for ten years and is even But Dr. Bertillon, the celebrated stataccused of inventing many new ones istician, justly remarks that this repartly to the diminution in
that ; have almost disrupted most of sult Is due
since It Is the Infants that
births,
mennot
to
life
of
social
Easton,
the
furnish the largest part of the mortion the estranging of husbands and tality staUtics.
Thanks to the proga
such
to
wives and bringing matters
ress of hygiene and of care for the
pass that nobody in the community children, infant mortality has fallen
seems to have any confidence In his from 14 per cent in 1908 to 12 per
the present time.
,i
neighbor, and the ears of the entire

for
Tom Making any progress In your
suit for Miss Millyun's hand?
Dick Oh, yes.
Tom Why, I heard her father kicked you out, every time you called.
Dick Yes; but he doesn't kick m
as hard as he used to.

SATURDAY NIGHT

Mr. Highflier never
takes his wife out in his automobile.
Mr. Henpeck I guess he doesnt
care to have fwo unmanageable things
on his hand at one time.
Mrs. Henpeck

and

MONDAY
September 9 and ii

HOW IT HAPPENED.
THE

ONLY WAY.

--

Prices and Qualities That Speak For Themselves

.

.

'.'?v'

V'

--

..r-.

patterns

I wish you'd take mi
Torn Was it case of love at first
to the Panama exposition.
Mr. Smith Can't afford it. The ho- sight?
Harry No first call. She was a
tels out there charge $7 and $8 a day.
telephone
girl, and he was taken with
Mrs. Smith (after a pause) Well,
let us go out there and open a hotel her voice when he first heard it
Mrs. Smith

ROUNDABOUT WAY.

ITS STRONG POINT.

s

59c

An unusual offering in Ladies' Fine Lingerie Waists. This lot picked up by our buyer
who has just returned from the East, consists of only four dozen of the best values we
have ever placed on Sale. Snow white waisb32'io.,42$J,he
it

.

A n!

.

;

98c

Vi-a- O

25c
Iron Clad Hose

$1.75

Wash Rags

Warner's Rust Proof

A pure sanitary Wash
J' Cloth,' always sold

Corsets
For Boys all sizes

No.

602-- 19

Opposite
Yes, I've Just finished"
painting. Do you like the per-

Castaneda

spective?
Orville Blunt Yes, it's great. The
further away you stand from it the
better it looks!

Cook

My dog took first prise

at show.
"

Hook How was thatt
Cook He took the cat

at tit

Hotel

i
"

"

"

to

28,,

$1.39

19c

that

$1.00

Special price

$1.50, $1.75 and $2.00 Waists
for 98c

day Wight and Monday only.

De Auber

A big bunch of Boys' Pants
All sizes from 4 to 16 years
Blue Serges, Novelty
Worsteds, etc. Real
values 75c, 85c and

our store.

$4.98

5.ar

500,-00-

"

to the Special Offerings
which we quote in this advertisement. You will be
amply repaid for a visit to

Your choice

'

...

Your attention is called

A fine quality taffeta Underskirt that comes in plain
colors as well as the
'popular novelty
n

Boys' Pants

Read This!

$7.50
Silk Petticoats

.

Hungary

96.
63.
4546.

65;
42:

t

ROMERO

4546.

y

The four year term officials to be
elected at the first state election in
November will have five years to
serve, an advantage, that will never
again come to office holders in that
category in New Mexico. Those who
are elected for two year terms serve
three years, and those whose terms
would be ordinarily six or eight years,
will foe in office seven and nine years
Bookkeepei" Lend me your knife.
respectively. The only exception will
do you want
Stenographer--Whabe the two candidates for congress
with It?
whose term will be only until March
Bookkeeper I want to sharpen one
4, 1913,
and whose successors will of these
pencils.
be elected at the general election in
1912.
This peculiar condition is cov
GETTING FRIENDLY.
ered by the following clause in the
state constitution:
"The term of office of all officers
elected at the election aforesaid shall
commence on the date of their quali
fication and shall expire at the same
time as if they had been elected on
the Tuesday next after the first Monday of November in the year nineteen
'
hundred and twelve."
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EXCHANGE
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1720;

WILL SERVE FIVE YEARS
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
'Southern Pacific
.
...... , . ..107
Kansas
City. Sept 8. Cattle Re
Movements of Union Pacific
"..,....166
Sept
1.000,
68
Including 400 southerns;
ceipts
stocks were unsettled end the tone United States Steel ','1'
Native ste9rs $5.25
115
market
strong.
........
of the market was feverish during the United States Steel, pfd.
steers
$4.0005.25;
southern
8.00;
back
and
morning. Prices swayed
and
cows
heifers, $2.71
southern
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
forth. Uncertainty ea to the character of the government crop report and Chicago, Sept, 8. Bearish cables to- 4.40; native cows and heifers, '$2,750
and feeders, $3.50
the copper producers' schedule, to be day made the wheat marke$, higher 7.50; stockers
calves, $4.25
bulls,
5.75;
$3.004.50;
hb
Issued later in the day, waa largely and weak. The opening ,.wa
western steerds, M.5007.00;
7.75;
to
95
at,
of
lower.
December started
responsible for the unwillingness
western cows, $2.754.75.
. rallied
to
. a drop of
traders to take a decided stand. After
market
3,500;
Hogs Receipts
Canadian Pacific had been depressed to 97, and declined to 96.
sales
of
Bu'k
$6.907.15;
2 points below yesterday's closing the
Denials that the French import duty steady..
packers and
market took a vigorous up turn. had been abolished caused a heavy heavy, $6.907.10;
$7.P0
7.20;
$7.05
lights,
from the tone in corn. December opened a butchers,
Union Pacific rallied 1
7.20.
at
lowest end Canadian Pacific, South shade lower to a like amount up
market
8,000;
ern Pacific, Reading, Lehigh Valley, 63 to 64 and dropped to 63. Oats Sheep Receipts
lambs,
Muttons,
$2.753.75;
steady.
Northern Pacific and Great Northern sagged with other grain. December
wethers and yearrange
$4.505.60;
and
46
off at 46, touched
preferred 1. United States Steel got started
lings, $2.90 4.25; range ewes, $2.50
back to yesterday's close and the ac- then declined to
3.75.
A rather light run of hogs kept protive stocks, as a rule, more than made
howthat
visions steady notwithstanding
up their earlier losses. Prices,
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
ever, were poorly held at the higher sales by pit traders seemed someSt.
Louis, Sept. 8. Wool Market
levels.
what lively. First transactions were
territory and western mesteady;
Bear operators resumed their tac- 5 centa to 2 cents up with January
fine mediums 18
tics of concentrating their pressure on delivery $16.25' for pork; $9.45 for diums
fine
1115.
19;
different stocks in turn for effect on lard and $8.47
for ribs.
the general market St. Paul was Add Chicago board of trade
SUGAR ADVANCES 10 CENTS
and forced
hammered after mid-daThe final tone was easy with De
New
York, Sept. 8. All grades of
down 1
net lower "at 9Cpoints. Reading was then cember
ten
were advanced
for De- refined sugar
driven down to 140
compared wlthi The close was at 63
today.
hundred
cents
a
pounds
.
142 In the morning and Union Paci- cember, a net loss of
fic touched 166
against 167. The
Wheat Sept. 92; Dec.
NEW YORK COTTON
Dec.
Corn, Sept.
drop in the stocks undermined the
New
York, Sept. 8. Cotton spot
Dec.
whole market and prices crumbled to
Oats, Sept
closed quiet 20 points higher middling
the lowest all around. Canadian PaPork, Jan. $16.17.
uplands 11.90; middling gulf 12.15.
cific's loss reached 3 points and UniLard, Oct $9.55; Jan. $9.40
Saels 134 bales.
ted States Steel broke to C9 on re--' $9.37.
Ribs, Sept. $8.95; Jan. $8.45.
ports that there had been a recent
NEW YORK METAL
Ths
cnrtallemnt in new business.
New
York, Sept 8. Copper spot
market closed weak. The heaviest
CHICAGO "LIVE STOCK.
lead dull 4.454.55; sil1212.10;
selling of the day began on publicaChicago, Sept. 8. Cattle Receipts ver 52U.
tion of the government crop figures. 1,000.
Market steady to . strong.
Most of the active stocks sold 1 to Beeves $5.008.10; Texas steers $4.40
NEW YORK MONEY
1
points below yesterday's closing,
6.40; western steers $4.007.00;
New
York, Sept. 8 Prime paper
placing them within a small fraction stockers and feeders $3.005.50;
4fT
Pr 2cent; Mexicancentdollars 45;
of the lowest of the year. There was cows and heifers $2.256.30; calves
per
call
money
a quick rebound from this level but $6.259.00.
the market was feverish and unsetHogs Receipts 10,000. Market genST. LOUIS SPELTER
tled at the recovery and soon . gave erally 10 cents up. Lights $6.95
St Louis, Sept. 8. Lead, quiet
way again.
7.55; mixed $6.907.55; heavy $6.75
spelter higher 5.85.
4.37;
Last sales were:
7.54; rough $6.756.95; good to
57
choice heavy $6.957.45; pigs $4.74
Amalgamated Copper
When we say that things are ripe
116
American Beet Sugar
7.30; hulk of sales $6.957.30.
reform we really mean thatthey
for
Market
10.000.
Atchison
102:i
Sheep Receplts
rotten.
are
121
Great Northern pfd
steady to shade higher. Native $2.55
103
western
yearNew 1'ork Central
$2.504.O0;
3.90;
Some bad men and most bad cigars
115
Northern Pacific
lings $3.904.70; lambs, native $3.75
foiled.
are
western
.,
..1401.
$4.256.00.
6.00;
Heading
STOCK
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Huck Towels
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PHYSICIANS WILL

PERSONALS
A. P. Morrigett Jg in town

.

from

BANQUET AT THE

Belen.
Ralph Purdy is lere from Chicago
to look after business affairs.
Jack Baker, a Santa Fe brakeman,
left this morning for a visit to frlendg
In Casey, la.
TONIGHT ONE OF THE MOST IN
Miss Irma Tryon'has returned to
TERESTING FEATURES OF
Las Vegas, after epending two weeks
CONVENION WILL OCCUR.
at El Portenlr.
Levi Toder" came In from Arthur,
Having spent the entire day In
111., yesterday to look after his
sheep
cramming their heads with additional
ranch on the' meskl
Mrs. Juan Silva and daughter, Miss knowledge the doctors and surgeons
Mela, left today for Santa Fe, to visit who are In Las Vegas attending the
thirtieth annual meeting of the New
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Emma Cote arrived from Chi- Mexico Medical society, will tonight
cago yesterday afternoon to visit her spend several hours in cramming
their stomachs with the best and mo3t
sister, Mrs. J. J. Laubach.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
B. S. Harrison came in from Water- appetizing foods Fred Harvey's chefa
can serve. The occasion for the big
loo, la., yesterday afternoon to look
Phooe Maiir 3
feed will be the annual banquet of the
after his farm on the mesa.
society which will be served id the
aftor-noon
Harry Wingo returned this
from Denver, after spending a dining room of the Castaneda hotel.
A delightful menu has been provided
delightful summer in Colorado.
Abe Hixenbaugh, sheriff cf CoUaK and the doctors are anticipating a
Common Colds Must be Taken
county brought a patient to the New good time. No regular program of
Seriously
toasts has been arranged. Dr.-F- . T. U
For unless cured they sap the vitality Mexico insane asylum this afternoon.
John Qoldwell, a Santa Fe brake-ma- Fest, president of the society, will
and lower the vital resistance to more
serious infection. Protect your chilleft for Rocky Ford, Colo., yes- preside as toastmaster, however, si ml
dren and yourself by the prompt use terday afternoon on a
he will (call upon several of the
pleasure trip.
of Foley's Honey and Tar Cnm
wittiest
and wisest doctors present lor
A.
George
last
Fleming returned
and not its quick and decisive results.
r
speeches.
a
from
to
business
night
Chicago
trip
or cougns, colds, croup, whooping
Tomorrow the doctors will hold
cough, bronchitis and affections of the and other cities In the middle west.
After visiting with his sister, Miss their final session. During the i'ay
throat, chest and lungs it Is an ever
and
valuable remedy. O. G. Stella Mclntyre, for a week, Charles they will' elect their officers for t.n
ready
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
the next
Mclntyre left this afternoon for coming year and decide upon
place.
meeting
Rocky Ford, Colo.
Today the association devoted con
Jake Stern is expected to return
siderable time to the section oti tuhome tomorrow morning. Mr. Stern
berculosis. Several admirable pipors
has been in the east on a purchasing
were read and numbers of d ictnrs
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER trip for Stern & Nahm.'
participated in discussions of the subJ. N. Cook, a wlreman for the West- ject. Numbers of city and county
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
ern Union Telegraph company, went school teachers were present at trie
Building job Woik a Specialty.
to Santa Fe this afternoon in the in- invitation of Dr. M. F. Des Marias,
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic
terests of the company.
county superintendent, and listened to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lowe and fam- the papers and discuF.sl-3.isThe
ily returned today from a visit to teachers received much val'iuJle iu
relatives and friends In San Fran formation which will enable them t..
cisco and Los Angeles.
wtr
assist in waging a relenile.-iwhite
the
sistet-in-legreat
w
plague.
Mrs.
Louis
against
Ilfeld, the
to
Last night the medics enjoyed a
of Charles Ilfeld, left today for her
home in Albuquerque, after a visit of smoker in the rooms of the Commer
cial club. There were plenty ot fra
a few days in Las Vegas.
and a short entertainSergeant Fred West of Company 7i, grant cigars
was
ment
given
by local sunateure
Artesia, passed through Las Vegas toThe program for tomorrow is as fol
One way colonist tickets on
day on his way home from the na
lows:
tional rifle shoot' at Camp Perry, O.
sale daily, September 15 to
Xinaj thirty b'clock. , (Section on
October 15, 1911, inclusive,
Mrs. G. C. Price and her baby reDr. J. W. Colbert, Albuquersurgery,
turned this afternoon from a trip to
from
que, chairman; Oration on Surgery,
the Pacific coast, where they had
Las Vejas, N. M.
Dr. W. W. tipargo, Albeen during the summer visiting rela- "Anesthesia,"
Tubal Preg
buquerque;
"Ruptured
Only a few points shown
tives.
below.
For fares to other
nancy," Dr. J. R. Gilbert, Alamogordo,
Dr. T. P. Martin,
points and information aR to
ja leading physi- discussion opened by Dr. IL A. Ingalls
cian of Taos' county ,"ls
here from his and Dr. L. G. Rice; "Surgery of the
the liberal stopover privileges
home In Taos to attend the annual Stomach," Dr. C. B. Lyman, Denver,
or
see
write
accorded, phone,
meeting of the New Mexico Medical discussion opened by Dr Jabez N.
the undersigned.
society.
Jackson and Dr. James Vance; "Fest's
Los Angeles
G. W. Bowen of the Colorado and Operation for the Cure of Enuresis
San Francisco
Southeastern railway, passed through in the Female with Report of a Case,"
San Diego
here this afternoon In his private car Dr. E. B. Shaw, Las Vegas, discuson his way to Gallup, where he is in sion opened by Dr. W. R. Tipton and
Pasadena
Dr. J. W. Elder; "Conservative Surterested in coal mines.
Red lands
Mrs. Flora Prentiss, head matron at gery of the .Uterine Adnexa," Dr.
Sacramento
the New Mexico Hospital for the In- - Jas. Vance, El Paso, discussion openSanta Barbara
sane left jyesterdayi afternoon for ed by Dr. H. M. Smith and Dr. Dr. J.
Phoenix
A. Rolls; "Treatment of Pelvic
Tucumcarl, where she will spend her
Goldfield
Dr. L. G. Rice, Albuvacation visiting relatives.
discussion opened by J. J.
querque,
Tonopah
Governor William J. Mills arrived
Shuler and Dr. J. F. Pearce.
Guaymas
last night from Santa Fe. Tomorrow
One o'clock, section on surgery conMexico City
he will leave with members of his
"Membranous Perisolitis,"
tinued.
family, who have been here for sev Dr. Jabez
Through Tourist
Jackson, Kansas City, diseral days, for the capital, traveling in cussion
by Dr. J. P. Kaster
opened
Sleepers
I
his touring car.
DLr. C. B. Lyman; "Thoracic Emand
on
California
ran daily to
F. W. Stanley returned from Kan pyema, with Report of Two Cases,"
Santa Fe fast .trains. They
sas yesterday where he had been on Dr. T. C. Sexton, Las Cruces, discushave large dressing room for
land business. He was accompanied sion opened by Dr. M. K. Wylder and
women and smoking room for
on his return by several land me.a Dr. H. W. Goelitz; "The Significance
Efficmen. Electric lighted.
who who are Interested In the dry of tucocytosis in Surgery," Dr. Jr S.
ient Pullman porter" and conmethods.
farming
Maan, AJbuquerque, j dlseusalory
in
ductor
charge. Harvey
railroad opened by Dr. Robert Smart and Dr.
Joseph P. Rice, formerly
meals served the best in the
commissioner of the state of Mis- R. L. Bradley; "Cholelithiasis, with
world. Personally conducted
souri, Is here from his, borne in St. Case Reports," Dr. F. W. Noble, Tuare run threa
excursions
He is stopping at St An- cumcarl, discussion opened by Dr. F.
Louis.
week.
times a
thony's sanitarium. Mr. Rice is an de la Vergne and Dr. R. J. Thompson;
old friend of George H. Hunker, a "What Is Dental Surgery?" Dr. C.
A.
former Missourlan.
Elder, Albuquerque, discussion
opened by Dr. E. L. Hammond and
Dr. F. R. Lord; "Lessons from NaWat Written ture," Dr. M. F. DesMarias, Las
Where David Copper-fielat
House"
"Bleak
Broadstairs, Eng- Vegas, discussion opened by Dr. H. J.
land, "which has failed to find a pur- Mueller and Dr. J. E. Flint; "The
chaser, is of interest to the Dickens Operation for Inguinal Hernia, Dr. A.
lover because the greater part of W. Morton, San Francisco, discussion
"David Copperfleld" was written there. opened by Dr. P. G. Cornish and Dr.
D. L. Batcheler, Agent
But' it 'is not the "Bleak House" of H. W. Goelitz; "Tendon Surgery for
'I : Us Yegas, JN..M,
the novel, whicli Is definitely located the General
Surgeon, with Lantern
The .novelist and
in Hertfordshire.
Dr. W. L.' Brown,
Slide
Illustrations,"
to
somebeen
have
his 'family appear
what tightly packed in their Broad-stair- s El Paso, idiscuselda openedr by Dr. il.
home. When Lord Carlisle con- K. Wylder and Dr. J. Reldy; "When
templated paying a' visit to "Our wa- Should We Operate In Appendicitis?"
tering place" in 1861, Dickens wrote Dr.'C. A. Frank," Albuquerque, dispromising him the North Foreland cussion opened by Dr. S. D. Swope
Lighthouse for a night light in his and Dr. H. B. Kauff man ; "Ununited
NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
bedroom, and he continues: "As we
think of putting mignonette boxes out- Fractures, Dr. J. J. Moran, AlbuquerCITIZENS
side the windows for the younger chil- que, discussion opened by Dr. F. H.
to sleep In by and. by, I am Crail and Dr. G. K. Angle,
dren
r
We are located at 523
afraid we should give your servant
the cramp if we hardily undertook to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Sixth Street.
lodge him." Djiring the last few years Still retains its high place as the best
house has been; transformed out household remedy for all coughs and
the
business
We want your
colds, either for children or grown
of all recognition.
and will SUIT you or
persons. Prevents serious results from
a cold. Take only the genuine Foley's
Limit
hame-strin- g"
Reach
You
the
Before
tryi"bust a
and Tar Compound, and refuse
of physical endurance and while your Honey
O. G. Schaefer and Red
substitutes.
take
still,
is
curable,
condition
Foley Cross
ng:.
'
Co.
Drug
and
Their
action
quick
Kidney Pills.
from
witt.
For
delight you.
Let us hear
you.
positive results.
backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
It would take more than a Mgnt
and all kidney, bladder and urinary
to. guard the reputation of
watchman
DCSeaners
and Red
The Parisian
troubles.ohm meo
.
atsfeCt
Cross Drug. Co,
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
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HALL MAROONS OPENED

BE PLACE

OUR CHINA

ALBUQUERQUE

IS HAND DECORATED AND BEARS THE NAME OF

SERIES TODAY

OF BEAUTY

PICKARD
MAGNIFICENT
BE FEATURE
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DECORATIONS TO
OF REPUBLICAN

BALL TOSSERS STACKED
UP AGAINST GRAYS ON

or LENOX

LO;CAL

LAT-TER'- S

STATE GATHERING.

KNOWN BY THE MARK

GROUNDS

The Maroons this afternoon played
the opening game of a three days'
snilee with the Albuquerque Grays on
the lattera grounds In the Duke City.
The same waa expected to be hotly
contested as Dan Padllla, manager of
the Grays, has strengthened his team
materially in a "loading up" process
in a desperate hope of making good
his declarations,' many of which were
frantic of defeating the Maroons.
Podilla' has spared no expense In
his effort to beat the Las Vegas boys.
The latest addition to his team Is
Bugs" Newmeyer who has pitched
with great success in the Southwest
Texaa league this season. Newmeyer
pitched for Albuquerque the last two
seasons, and is an idol In the eyes
of the Duke City fans. His accom
plishments are a
and a
sharp drop, but if "Irish" Wicks or
some of the other heavy stickers of
the local team connect with one of
these it will be a
for sure.
Newmeyer is scheduled to oppose the
Maroons tomorrow. Bill Barngrover
is In Albuquerque and ready to twirl
against the Maroons, if necessary, but
it is to be remembered what the locals did to Bill when he was here
with the Cowboys from Amarlllo. Ross
Salazar, the' Southern Beauty has
joined the Grays, filling the third
sack in the present series.
Manager Padllla announced today
as ladles day in Albuquerque, and a
blw crowd attended the opening game
for that reason.
The game this afternoon began at
3:45 o'clock with Barr and Nelson
as the battery for Las Vegas and
"Rube" Weeks the opposing slabman.
Owing to the Intense interest being
shown In the series and to allow all
the fans to get to the ball park the
time of beginning the game was postponed three quarters of an hour. In
order to attend the final game a
number of Las Vegas fans will go
Sunday morning to Albuquerque on
the Limited and return with the team
on train No. 8 the following morning.
Bulletins from the game were deceiv
LIGHTHOUSE HAS NO KEEPER ed this afternoon over the Postal by
The Optic and posted In the windows
Volcano
on San Salvador Whose of several enterprising .merchants and
Never before haa
at this office.
Flashes of Light Come Regularly
such Interest been shown in baseball
Every Seven Minute.
here as was exhibited this afternoon.
"What do you think of a perpetual
lighthouse, needing no keeper, and
yet as regular in its flashes of light
as one maintained by the govern Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury
ment?" asked Albert D. Van Wyck, a
as mercury will surely destroy the
globe trotter, at the Raleigh.
completely derange
"This natural light never fails, and stnse of smell and when
whole system
entering it
that means much for navigation. It the
the mucous surfaces. Such
is a volcano on the island of San Sal through
articles should never be used except
vador. This volcanic lighthouse is on prescriptions from reputable physiabout eight miles inland from the port cians, as the damage they will do is
of Acajutla. It is a veritable pillar of ten fold to the good you can possibly
cloud by day, and the flash of its light derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
by night has been valuable to marln Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
ers for years. It can be seen far out & Co., Toledo, 0., contains no merat sea, and a burst of flame has gone cury, and is taken internally, acting
upward every seven minutes, without directly upon the blood and mucous
In buying
the variation of a second, for many surfaces of the system.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
years.
"The few visitors who stop at San the genuine. It is taken internally
Ohio, by F. J.
Salvador amuse themselves the first and made& inCo.Toledo,
Testimonials free.
Cheney
few days by holding their watches
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
and timing the outburst of flame.
bottle.
"A lighthouse fee Is collected of all
Take Hall's Family Pills for
vessels that put in at the harbor nearest the volcano, and no skipper objects. He knows that the volcano is
more reliable than the lighthouses
kept by human beings on other coasts,
and the novelty of the light is worth
the price charged by the government
Capital Paid in
There is the usual detonation caused
by the eruption every seven minutes,
and the ground is shaken, but, after a
short sojourn on the island you fall to
notice it, and would be the more
,
shocked if it did not occur." Wash- CCS!
ington Post.

Resplendant decorations will greet
the eyes of the delegates to the republican state convention, which will
be held here September 28, when they
enter the Duncan opera house to take
their seats and begin the task ap
pointed for them; the selection of
the men who will first represent the
new state, both at home and In Washington. At a meeting of the execu
tive committee and other committees
having in charge the arrangements
for the convention which was held
last evening in the rooms of the Com
mercial club, F. O. Blood was ap
pointed chairman of a committee on
decorations. He was empowered to
select his own committee.
energy Mr.
With characteristic
Blood got on the job at once and Is
already laying plans for a system of
decorations which will make the big
convention hall a place of beauty. Mr.
Blood announced this morning that
he would select as his committeemen
men who are experienced in decorat
ing. He plans to use electricity ex
tensively in the beautification of the
convention hall. The merchants and
residents of the city are to be asked
to decorate their stores and homes in
honor of the visiting delegates.
A committee was appointed last
night for the purpose of engaging the
Duncan opera house. Good music will
be Insured during the entire day and
evening, as a committee to select and
engage a band was appointed.
The entertainment committee also
discussed plans for making the delegates feel welcome in Las Vegas and
for providing them with entertainment during the time they are not In
the convention: Most of the delegates and visitors will be here the
greater part of three days. It is
planned to secure the services of as
many automobiles as possible and
take them for trips about the city, to
the Camfield dam and other points of
interest The committees will hold
other meetings In the near future.
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RETAIL PRICES- -

:

I be. or
More, Each Delivery
lb to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery ..
Ibe. to 1,000 Ibe Each Delivery
Ibe. to 200 Ibe
Each Delivery
Than 50 Ibe Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
60
Leae
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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GROSS, HELL

y

WHOLESALE GROCERS
andDoatentln

and PELTS

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN WAGONS-RACI-

VEHICLES- -?

NE

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M. , Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N.
Corona, N.

Mora County
Farmer's Harvest
Jubilee
25L Xff'
WAGON MOUND. N. M.

September

II

1911

19-2- 1,

on Sale September 18th to 21st inclusive,

Tickets

with return limit of September 22nd, 1911.

Iound

Fa.re for the
D. L.

Try

Trip $2.20

BATCHELORi. Agent

Ad. it The Optic's
"Wmnt Columns"
Surplus

$50,000.00
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Where Scare Are Prized.
The natives ot some of the islands
of the Pacific are always glad to see
the doctor on his periodical visits. - At
Kaiser Wilhelm's harbor the German
government has stationed Dr. Heise-Kan- r
as medical officer. Ha is a busv
man. 'Natives by the dozen come to
him, not to be treated for Illness, but
to get the benefit of his Drofessional
opinion on how to scar themselves ar
tistically.
The natives are verv fond of pears.
and nearly all of them are covered
with specimens which have resulted
from
wounds which were
kept open by freauent scratching or
by the introduction of foreign sub
stances like sand, bamboo, shells and
so forth. The excrescence which re
sults from the average vaccination is
scratched off at the proper time, and
the resulting large scar is very dear
to the native.
A young islander whose face and
body are a mass of cuts, bruises and
scars Is considered the catch of the
season by the dusky belles.
;
p; '

M

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

EE&ES3

$100,000.00

J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
FRANK SPRINOcR, Vive President

Y & CO.

( Incoporated)
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I

.'. . 20o per 10i I be.
25c per 100 lbs.
tOo per 100 Ibe.
40o per 100 Ibe.
60o per 100 Ibe.
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Interest Paidsori Tlme Deposits
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MIND YOUR. SAVINGS

....'11
1.
o rAniAC
TqTo PQfA f(
care of themselves" is just as trite now asjever. .You
can't "mind your savings" by tucking them away in some
obscure corner. What is needed is
Vi

11

d

--

A SAVINGS BANK
f interest

yyy

V

H.
,

fV

like this one. It's at your disp&sal to deposit either dimes'
or dollars. The savings habit leads on andju to the pal-- !
ace of wealthdom. The habit grows andjthe sensation is
,
a pleasing one.
.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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I COLUMN
KATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT8
Five ctnU par line each Insertion
Cellmate six ordinary worda to a
Una, No ad to occupy leaa apacathan
twa lines. All advertlaemanta charg
ed will ba booked at apace actually
without regard to number of
worda. Caah In advance preferred.

Optic's Number, Main

2.

Wanted
WANTED A school girl to occupy
room free. Inquire at 808 Main, or
CIO

Lincoln.

WANTED To rent good piano in, fair,
ily of two, no children. Address 715
Main avenue.

WANTED Good woman for general housework. Apply 821 Eleventh
street.
WANTED Reliable person to occupy my property (old Hohan place)

on the Boulevard, rent free, for one
month. See Cutler Bros., 614 Lin
coin avenue, or address H. A. Harvey, City.
WANTED

TO KENT A furnished
house, or four furnished rooms, for
housekeeping, must he modern and
reasonable; by permanent, reliable
renter; not health seekers. Address L. M. IC, care Optic.

WANTED Pay or board at start,
learn trade, automobiles, electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying
by actual
work on lobs. Only few months required and no apprentice drudgery;
200 students last year. Catalogue
free. United Trade School, Los
Angeles, California.

"No," said the girl

In

the

gra

pongee, as she put aside her green silk
parasol and proceeded to hunt dowr
half a dozen hatpins lost In the maz
of tiny green buds on the gray hat

"I'm through camping!"
Her audience sat up and gasped il
wonder. The girl In the gray ponge
was the champion camper of the
neigh
borhood.

"I've camped for the last time!"
she said, emphatically, after allowlns
a proper time to elapse, for the sak
of impresstveneBS
"It's grown worse
and worse every year, but this year It
was positively unbearable.
"When we first suited camping."
explained the girl in the gray pongee,
"we made an Ironclad rule that we
would lead the simple life. We would
live In our gym clothes, eat our meals
in
fashion and pass
the evenings In whatever garb pleased
us most; in fact, be perfectly natural
for the whole two blessed weeks.
"It was such a relief to know that
weeks in bloomers and blouses, or in
wei oaming suits, without having to
worry lest somebody accidentally see
you. I used to count on It all winter,
when I went around strapped Into
dfPRRAa that
h ......
, uum uavo
.UHV Urnult
il ft
vuioi it
had had another eighth of an inch of
circumrerence:
"Then last year some of the girls
Informed us that a crowd of young
men were going to camp near us, and
we'd have to entertain them once in a
while.
Some of us balked, not so
much at the entertaining once in a
while as at the fact that there were
going to be men In the neighborhood.
It meant that we'd have to think about
our looks and that spoiled the camping!

"Well, we had to endure the inflic
tion. The men were there and when
they weren't invited they came anyway and sang silly songs under our

windows.

"The girls they knew thought it was
The rest of us, however,
were simply disgusted and we told
the girls so, too. But do you suppose
it did any good? They Just smiled
sweetly and went and covered their
faces with cold cream and powder be
fore going sailing, for fear they'd get
sunburned!
"The rest of us made up our minds
that we'd not be shall I say bullied?
dressing up every evening, even
if those who had callers did devote
their mornings to Ironing and washing
to make themselves lovely. We determined to go on dressing as we had
dressed before- and merely to shun the
so romantic.

men.

HAS

A

REAL GRIEVANCE

New Baby Sister Deprives Him of
tention, and He Shows
the Effects.

AFTER THE HONEYMOON.

At-

Since the stork brought a little girl
to a family living in the Bronx the
heir,, who had attained to four years
of dignity before the sister came, has
had his nose very much out of Joint.
His mother, in fact, found trouble at
times in keeping him from poking out
the eyes of the Intruder and otherwise exhibiting the Innate cruelty of
the
Vigorous spankings
thoroughly repressed this tendency,
and it has now given way to a generally silent acquiescence In the new or-

at

der.
Yet

at times the feeling of deprivae
tion of
attention will come to
the surface. Then the boy will take
himself to the darkest corner to be
found In the flat, push himself closely
f
np against the wall and begin to
whimper in low tones. Soon the
Mr. Newwed I shall never, never
whimper, like the musical patrol, grad- love another woman as I love you.
ually becomes more apparent Then
Mrs. Newwed I should hope not
from out of the darkness comes' the
Mr. Newwed You needn't to get
low plaint:
so sore about it I guess I could If
"Muvver don't like me."
I wanted to.
There is a cessation of the whimper
for a moment; then it begins on a
SHE SUED HIM FOR $10,000.
more emphatic scale and again comes
in louder tones:
"Muvver don't like me."
From this the protest goes Into sobbing, and finally It comes to a climax
In most
tones:
"Muvver don't like me."
,
This Is the time for the head of the
household to Intervene, for she has
learned by experience that whatever
she might say before the psychological
moment is Ignored. In the softest
tones she answers:
"Yes, dearie, mother does like you.
She loves you with all her heart"
From out of the darkness comes in
a great, indignant cry:
"I don't want you to."
Despairing sobbing follows, but it
goes down as the musical patrol dies
away, and finally a very penitent little
boy comes out of the corner and
plucks at his mother's skirt, looking
for attention.
Jlggson My brother is a very unfortunate man of letters.
TO SAVE OLD MANUSCRIPTS
Wiggson I didn't know that he was
literarily Inclined.
Jlggson Neither he is; but he
Japanese Silk, Thin and Transparent,
wrote several letters that lost him
Is Passed on Them and Prea breach of promise case.
serves Them.
old-tim-

heart-breakin- g

silk.

THE NEIGHBORS.

DODGING

(

r

Its use has removed a fear that
long existed in the minds of librarians
that the rare old manuscrips would dry
up and return to their original elements. Fortunately,
however, the
employment of a silk of extreme thinness and transparency has settled the
question of the life of these manuscripts for the next two or three hundred years at least. By that time,
perhaps, some other method may be
discovered.
This silk Is thinner than the thinnest tissue paper, the threads being
finer than spider webs. It is pasted
over the manuscript so firmly that it
wards off all dust and air, and yet is
so transparent that it does not interfere any more with the appearance of
the manuscript than would an ordinary pane of glass. It strengthens the
manuscript so that the danger of
handling Is reduced to a minimum.
ce
For some time past the United
in
has
had
States library of congress
Husband There is nothing left; the
hand the examination and protection
of all its old manuscripts, employing wolf will soon be at the door.
Wife I hope he will know enough
for the purpose the silk mentioned.
Unless one be an expert in old manu- to go to the back one.
scripts, he is unable to recognize the
fact that the silk has been used.
HIS EXCUSE.

"But do you Buppose we could?
Mercy! We'd go for a stroll down by
the bay and there we'd meet one of
our girls all in whlte with a man !
We'd dart behind trees until they'd
passed and then we'd go back along
the path thinking that we'd get Into
a dark corner of the porch and have a
good time talking. But the darkest
corners
were always filled with
FOR SALE 700 head of sheep. Ra- couples and of course we couldn't sit
In the light in our bloomers! It was
fael Gallegos.
simply a case of dress up or go to bed,
so we finally chose the former, for it
FOR SALE Gentle horse, buggy and was too hot to swelter in bed.
and the
harness. Inquire) 710 Grand avenue. men came awfully early!
"This year, when we went out, the
FOR SALE Legal blanks of ail de- girls all promised faithfully that they
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- wouldn't invite a single man. We were
going to have a real old fashioned
ords at The Optlo office.
camp, and, oh! how I was looking for
ward to it!
FOR SALE Improved ranch, 160
"Weil, the very first evening who
acres unde?i Camfield reservoir, also should happen to pass by in an auto10 acres under Irrigation, both close mobile but Jack Strone!
One of the
girls called out to him and I Just
in. Writs or phone T. T. Turner.
The Musical Laugh.
know she had been expecting him. We
So much do we hear and read of
all had to run In and dress in skirts, the attraction of
laughter that we find
while he sat in his car and waited for it almost shocking to realize how very
us.
seldom a musical laugh is heard.
'
"He took some of us for a ride, and
Very few men have agreeable
FOR RENT A new modern five room before he left he asked If he couldn't laughs. Women as a rule understand
brick cottage. Inquire 902 Third St. bring out the whole party of fellows the art a little better. Laughter comes
who were doing summer engineering
more naturally to them. Not because
near by! We had to say yes, after he'd
FOR RENT Front room, hot' water,
they have a great sense of humor, but
us
a
ride.
given
because they use laughter for a greatmodern conveniences,
first class
er variety of purposes than do men.
fun.
"That
all
the
were
There
epded
location, 1034 Eighth street.
Women laugh In coquetry and they
men
to
go around, and
enough young
then some, and they came morning, also use a light laugh to bridge conFOR RENT Three furnished rooms noon and
night! We had to wash and versational gaps. Women really use
for light housekeeping, electric iron long after we ought to have been laughter in all their lighter moods.
lights, hot water. 923 Gallinas.
asleep, so that we might be neat and All laughter to be at all attractive
fresh all day long, for fear some of must first be natural. So, then, the
them would come out to call. It was ideal laughter of a man or woman
must have sincerity as its basis. And
simply awful!
"I vowed that I was never going ideal laughter is always kind. Real
But the others seem to like it, mirth laughs with a person, never at
Mrs. Hobson I can't use this milk.
LOST Gold buckle with blue enamel, again.
and they're going to make a regular them.
It's most all water.
between the opera house and West house party of their camping next
Milkman Well, I guess, ma'am, my
side. Return to La Voz del Pueblo year!"
son gave the cows a drink before ha
Seeds.
of
Flight
"It's too bad that Fred has to be
and receive reward.
It is popularly believed that winged milked them, ma'am.
away all summer, isn't it?" murmured seeds
from trees travel to great disa listener, cautiously. "Now, If he'd"
tances
on the wind, but the investiSHE IS BUSY
"Yes," admitted the girl n the gray
scientist who has
pongee, dreamily, "If Fred had been gations of a Britishat
indimuch
time
Singapore,
spent
Use for Results
there"
a far
A ripple of laughter aroused her and cate that winged seeds have
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
have
narrower
than
of
flight
range
she blushed rosily.
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
"powder" seeds and plumed seeds. The
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
greatest distance travelled by the
What's the Use?
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
"Folks do a lot of useless things, winged seeds of a forest tree observed
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and don't they?" asks the man with the by this authority was 100 yards. Under
the most favorable circumstances, he
iridescent whiskers.
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
"Guess they do," answers the man calculates, it would take this plant
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INjust 100 years to spread 500 yards
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and with the undecided eyebrows.
and 1,500,000 years to spread from
there's
"Yep.
F'rlnstance,
Aunt
my
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES Jane. She
the Malay Peninsula to the PhilipIn
persists
going through
they exercise a permanent benefit.
pines if a land connection existed.
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS her whole list of symptoms over and Scientific American.
to
over
that
again
calls
everybody
G.
O.
SCHAEFER
after she has
from her IllRed Cross Drug Co.
ness."
Sure Sign.
Mrs. Climber There's no doubt
If He But Knew.
about it." We have at last arrived In
Foley Kidney Pills
"What has become of the 'new womSergeant Murphy (drilling men of good society.
Will reach your individual case if you
ol
an' we heard so much about a fw
are
iiave any form of kidney and bladder awkward squad) Ifwas knew which of
Climber
you so sure?
Why
out ay shtep.
trouble or urinary irregularities. Try i ye two spalpeens
Mrs. Climber We go with people years ago?"
1
x
"Busy making clothes for her Brand.
them. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross 01 a rua lm iia. m w m srarom. who don't want us and who never give
I guess."
I
children,
Co.
Juage.
Drug
anything that's really enjoyable.

For Sale

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

DIRECTORY

boy-chil-

In the preservation of rare manuscripts and books an additional safeguard has been found in Japanese

oewaro of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the TOE. LOBBY
sense of smell and completely derange
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
the whole system when entering it
HANDLED
through the mucous surfaces. Such THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do Is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
derive from them., Hall's Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. V
brothers always welcome to Ue
directly upon the blood and mucous
comM. Regular
W. O. Wood, aaohflb;
A.
wigwam.
In bcylng
surfaces of the system.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
David Flint, chief of records
munication first and
the genuine. It is taken internally
third Thursday in each
collector of wampum.
and made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
month. Visiting brothCheney &"Co. Testimonials free.
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
bottle.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Sporleder, Secretary.
month at O. R.
VUitisz

C hall

Brothers are cordially invited. G.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Condon, Secretary

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
A Great Advantage to Workingmen
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR ReJ. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th S., Steuben-villgit
'Tpiular conclave second Tues-O., says: "For years I suffered
e,

'

from weak kidneys and a severe bladday In each month at
der trouble. I learned of Foley KidTempi at 7:80 p. m. C.
ney Pills and their wonderful cures so
S. C; Chas. Tamme, ReI began taking them and sure enough
corder.
I had as good results as any I heard
about My backache left me and to
one of my business, .expressman, that LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
alone is a great advantage. My kidROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
acted
free and normal, and that
neys
convocation first Monday
saved me a lot of misery. It is now
a pleasure to work where it used to
in each month at
be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
Temple, at 7: SO p.
cured me and have my highest
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
praise." O. G. Schaefer and Red
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
Cross Drug Co.
secretary.
In Italian workshops and factories
s
more than
of the em- RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets
ployes work ten to eleven hours a
first and third Friday.
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Common Colds Must be Taken
Thomas B.Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Seriously
For unless cured they sap the vitality
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell. Secretary.
and lower the vital resistance to more
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
serious Infection. Protect your chil
dren and yourself by the prompt use
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound EL
NO
LODGE
DORADO
1,
and not Its quick and decisive results.
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
every Monday evecough, bronchitis and affections of the
throat, chest and lungs it is an ever
ning In Castle hall.
ready and valuable remedy. O. G.
Visiting Knights are
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
IT
f
Ami
Invited.
cordially
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Chas. E. Llebech-nie- r.
Still retains its high place as the best
Chancellor
household remedy for all coughs and
Commander. Harry
colds, either for children or grown
Martin, Keeper of
persons. Prevents serious results from
a cold. Take only the genuine Foley's
Records and Seal.
Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Gross Drug Co.
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
Before You Reach the Limit
and third Wednesdays of each
of physical endurance and while your
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
condition Is still curable, take Foley
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Kidney Pills. Their quick action, and
positive results will delight you. For
Givens, Secretary.
Visiting membackache, nervousness, rheumatism,
bers cordially Invited.
and all kidney, bladder and urinary
O. G. Schaefer
troubles.
and Red
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Cross Drug Co.
102 Meeta every Monday night at
As usually treated, a sprained an
their hall In the Schmidt building,
kle will disable a man for three or
west of Fountain Square, at eight
four weeks, but by applying Chambero'clock. Visiting members are corIain's Liniment freely as soon as the
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presiinjury is received, and observing the
directions with each bottle, a cure can
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secrebe effected in from two to four days.
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.
For sale by all druggists.
Ma-son- lo

F.

O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Vlsitlna
Brothers cordially invited to attend.

B. F. MeOulre,

President;

E.

O

Ward, Secretary.

Ma-son- lo

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 11 ecu second and fourt
Thursday In O. R. C. hali, Pioneer
building. Visiting members are
Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
cor-dlall-

three-fourth-

.

-

I. O. O. F

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All Plaiting brethren cordially invited to at
tend. Carl CarrWerti, N. G.; A.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo,
Secretary; W. E. Critea, treasurer;
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

MODERN WOODMEN

OF AMERICA

Wet in tie forest of brotherly

at the Fraternal Brotherhood
hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visiting neighbors are especially welcome
and cordially Invited.
love

DKNTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

v
Suite

4,

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

ATTOKNEYS
Geo.

Hunker

H- -

HUNKER

Las Vegas

Chester

A.

Hunker

& HUNKER

Attorneys at Law
New Mexico

MASSAGK

MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
Masseuse and Midwife
For bowel complaints In children J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545. Residence Phone
Main 30s
always give Chamberlain's Colic, ChoI. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesMassage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
day of the month In the vestry
oh. It is certain to effect a cure and
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 and Saturdays.
when reduced with water and sweeten
ed is pleasant to take. No physician
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
can prescribe a better remedy. For
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
sale by all druggists.
Kidnev Remedv
rLlnulHi
Foley's
President; Charles Greenclay, Seci
Is a great medicine of proven value
retary.
-

Diarrhoea is always more or less
prevalent during September. Be preColic,
pared for it Chamberlain's
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of die fourth
can
prompt and effectual. It
always
be depended upon and is pleasant to
Thursday of each month,, eighth
take. For sale by all druggists.
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,

for both acute and chronic kidney
and bladder ailments. It is especially recommended to elderly people for
its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
relief
qualities, and the permanent
and comfort it Rives them.
O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

For Rent

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

Lost

READ for PROFIT

11

f

m

UsV

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful-l- y
given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
anion all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
'
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash MJbooks, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who

As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS PRO district
attorney as to election of jus gos, County Commissioners John S
In the matter of the accounts
Felipe Baca 7 Garcia, fees as Jus
CEEDINGS
tices of the peace within San, Miguel Clark and
county of San Miguel tice of the peace prlcnct 6, $5.50.
the
the
Martinez,
Office of the Board of
Benlgno
against
County Com- county.
clerk and interpreter.
Felipe Baca T Garcia, fees as jus
,
prior to March 18th, 1909
San Miguel County,
missioners,
Las Vegas, Feb. 6th, 1911
been
tice
of the peace precinct 6, $5.75.
accounts
Comes
now
Pedro
of
The
having
Justice
Ortiz,
following
New Mexico.
To the Board of County Commission the
Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus
peace of precinct No. 8, and sub approved bx the board of county com
Las Vegas, N. MvFeb. 6,' 1911.
ers of the County of San Miguel,
mits his resignation as such, and missloners of San Miguel county, New tlce of the peace precinct 6, $6.00.
The board of county commissioners
Gentlemen:
the board did accept the same.
Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus
Mexico, having been approved by the
met in regular session at 10 o'clock
My opinion as to the law and rights
of the peace precinct 6, $5.50.
tice
of
recommendaSlay,
on
The board acting
board before the 1,9th day
a. m.
and powers of the board of county tions on
the pelttlon signed by the 1909. Said accounts having accrued Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees as Jus
commissioners in the promises is re citizens of said
nairman Roman
,,wreui;
precinct, appointed and become due and payable during tice of the peace precinct 6, $7.55,
County Commissioners John S. quested upon the following statement Meledo
Felix Garcia y Gutierrez, fees as
Archibeque as a justice of the th fiscal year prior to March 18th
Liars and Benigno Martinez, clerk of facts:
constable, $2.50.
peace in and for the precinct No. 8 1909:
ana interpreter.
in one of the precincts of the coun to All Ihe vacancy caused by the resig
It is therefore ordered by the board 'John H. York, compensation assesThe minutes of the sessions of Jan ty, San Juan, I believe two ballots nation
of Pedro Ortiz, and for said that said accounts are hereby approv sor, taxes 1910, $774.96.
o, 4.1, ii, ana Z3 were read and bearing the republican emblem, but Melecio
,
John H. York, stationary, December
Archibeque to qualify accord ed and ordered paid in compliance
approved in open session.
and
showing the names of different off- ing to law.
of
laws
January, $8.10.
section
(
114
of
with
Chapter
..
TTnttod Cotoa Tir
nnmmi in me Bum icers to be vqied for, were used In In the matter of the annual reports the 38th Legislative assembly of the Gross, Kelly Co., merchandise dis
of one hundred dollars for
trict No. 3 $22.37.
payment the recent justice of the peace elec- of tihe road overseers for the year territory of New Mexico,
ror We use of court house
In
the
books
cor
C. H. Bailey, stationary for county
tion,
poll
duplicate,
quarters
E. Rosonwald & Son, merchandise
ending February 6, 1911.
for the United States courts and etc. rectly certified by the judges and
offices $5.55.
Cornea now J. M. Martinez, Ramon for county JalL 1906, $27.80.
was received, and the same ordered clerks of the election were forward Chavez
Pablo Ullbarrt, fees as justice of the
Vi. Rosenwald & Son, merchandise
and Eugenio Gallegos y San- deposited with county treasurer to ed to the commissioners. The poll chze and submit to the board their for county Jail, 1906, $43.25.
peace, precinct 3, $5.55.
the credit of the general county fund books showed that the votes cast on annual report and the board after Dr. M. F. Des Marals, professional
Pablo Ullbarrl, fees as justice of the
or 1909. '
both tickets had been counted, and
peace
precinct 3, $6.00.
having examined the same did ap services, county prisoners, $20.00.
E. Rogers, 1 Elliott Fisher Book
The board now takes a recess un-tl- that Antonio Flares, the candidate for prove the same.
J.
professional
Marals,
Des
Dr. M. F.
2 o'clock p. m.
Machine for county clerk, $210.00.
justice of the peace on one ticket
The board does now take a recess services, county prisoners, $84.00.
headed by the republican emblem re until 2 o'clock p. m.
Secundino Romero, sheriff, fuel and
AFTERNOON SESSION
Marals,
professional
Dr. M. F. Des
votes and that Fe
The board met as per recess at 2 ceived twenty-twcommitments, January, 1911, $55.00.
AFTERNOON SESSION
ervlces. county prisoners, $25.00.
o'clock p. m.
Secundino Romero, sheriff, fees.
lipe Chavez, the candidate on the otb
The board met as per adjournment
Dr. M. F. Des Marais, professional
$13.50.
Present:
The three county com- er republican ticket received twenty at 2 o'clock p. m.
fiorvic.As. county prisoners, ?37.uu.
votes.
The poll books also showed
Secundino Romero, sheriff, fees,
missioners, clerk and Interpreter.
I'reesnt: The three county com.
Dr M. F. Des Marais, professional
$3.50.
In the matter of the appointment the election or Kaquel nores over missloners, the clerk and the inter Mrvioes. county prisoners, $50.uu
Secundino Romero, sheriff, fees.
Of road overseers for the
ensuing year Luis Jlron for constable. The ballots preter.
Oelso Baca, for W. A. B., 1905. "
$60.85.
1905,
Be it Resolved by the board of coun- were sent to the commissioners.
A.
W.
B.,
a
for
rmlleeos.
n
Comes now Eugenio Romero, treas
Secundino Romero, sheriff, fees,
ty commissioners of the county of Under section 1640 of the Compil urer and collector and submits to the
$61.25.
Sanu Miguel In regular session as- ed Laws of New Mexico, which is In board, a monthly report of all taxes
A.
W.
a.,
Jake Graaf, for
The Colorado Telephone Co., tele
sembled, that the road overseers au- force, the duties of the commission- nnd etc., collected during the month
a K. Hlgglns. for W. A. b.. iuD,
rent for January, $12.00.
phone
thorized by law to bo appointed by ers as a canvassing board are con of January 1911. The same was ap1 AO.
Secundino Romero, boarding pris
the said board of county commission- fined to an examination of the poll proved.
nr . M Wlnon. for W. A.
oners, January, $326.00.
ers shall be for the ensuing year as books and certificates. The board Is
Romero 1 nn
Now comes Secundino
C. S. Rogers, repairing tools, $5.00.
not given authority to go behind the
follows:
w.
a.
d..
for
sheriff, and submitting to the board
Hocken Smith,
Jno. D. Hess, professional services,
For District No. 1, Juan Garcia y poll books and canvass the ballots his
1 nn
li
statement
of
liquor
monthly
themselves but must issue certificates censes collected
Gonzales.
n.mtamante. ior w. a. a., $3.00.
i .
during the month of
AHUw
La Voz del Pueblo, to subscription,
shown
For District No. 2, Eugenio Galle-go-s of election to the candidates
J13.00.
board
after
and
ions
the
February, 1911,
$2.50.
after
elected
books,
to
the
be
poll
W.
by
A, B.,
T.1nn. for
n.
y Sanchez.
having examined the same.
Julian Herrera, fees as justice of the
For District No. 3, Jesus M.
proper certification by the judges and
In the matter of the appointment of
clerks of election. The question as to the court house Janitor.
m
t wner. for W. A. a., two, peace, precinct 24, $2.85.
Juan de Dios Aragon, fees as dep
and the said Juan Garcia y Gonzales, w hether or not one of the forms of Pe it Resolved by the board of $15.00.
A. B., uty sheriff, $5.85.
W.
for
Eugenio Gallegos y Sanchez, and Je ballot was ilelgal because unlawfully county commissioners, San Miguel
Sandoval
Teodoro
Dolores Medina, fees as witness.
sus M. Martinez are, on this 6th day containing the republican emblem is county, that Cruz Segura is hereby 1906, $15.00.
A.
$6.50.
w.
B.,
of February, 1911, hereby named and clearly one for the court to decide.
tor
as
Ion?
Martinez,
Rafael
Jose
appointed court house Janitor
Ike Davis, merchandise for court
Respectfully,
appointed road overseers for the reas hi services may be required by 1905, $6.50.
C. W. G. WARD.
1905,
A.
$1.95.
W.
B.,
house,
for
spective district above named, to
to
the board, and this appointment
Eugenio Flores,
District Attorney.
Pedro Ortiz, services as special dep
serve for one year from this date to
become ffecetive from this date.
$4.55.
The following official bonds were
w. A. B.. 1905, uty sheriff, January 21st, 1911, $2.00.
preform their duties as road overIn the matter of abolishment of preHipolito Grlego, for
filed:
Antonio Gallegos, fees as special
seers In the manner prescribed by approved and ordered
Precinct
and
Lorenzo
cinct 18, San
Sotero Lucero, Justice of the peace
law.
El Aguila.
Salomon Coan, for W. a. m., iwo, deputy sheriff, January 21, 1911, $2.00.
Antonio Mares, fees as deputy sher
Be It Resolved that before this ap Precinct No. 24.
It having been made to appear to $13.00.
.
Jose D. Blea, justice of the peace the board of county commissioners
iff, January 21, ( 1911, $2.00.
pointment becomes effective that the
Mrs. Kate Bell, for w. a. b.,
Salomon Ortiz, fees as special dep
overseers shall give bond and quail Precinct No. 3.
of the county of San Miguel, Terri13.65.
,.aA. uty sheriff,
Pablo Vigil, Justice of the peace tory of New Mexico, that there are
A.
W.
fy in accordance with law.
for
January 21st, 1911, $2.00.
L.
Fisher,
S.
Precinct No. 5.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
Myrtle Hoffman, fees as stenograph
but few residents living within the $15.00.
er in murder case, $10.60.
Attest:
Felipe Baca y Garcia, justice of the limits of precinct No. 18 known as
S. L. Fisher, for W. A. B.,
Serafln Baca, services as special
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
peace Precinct No. 6.
Lorenzo in the county of San $15.00.
San
Jose Andres Montoya, Justice of the Miguel, and that the county is put to
19U&, deputy sheriff, $2.00.
A.
in the matter of the tax sale of
W.
B.,
for
S. L. Barker,
A. T. Rogers, repairing tools, $1.25.
property of Rita S. Otero and refund peace Precinct No. 26.
such unnecessary expense in further $3.00.
M. Archibeque, justice of the peace
of same.
Agua Pura company, water rent for
said precinct and that
E. S. Barker, for W. A. B 1905,
maintaining
Precinct No. 8.
Territory of New Mexico.
February, $25.00.
no benefit can be subserved by long $40.00.
Juan B. Gonzales, Justice of the er maintaining said
Of
ss.
San
Salomon Ase, fees as special deputy
Miguel
County
E. S. Barker, for W. A. B.( 1906,
precinct,
William H. Springer being duly peace, Precinct jno. a.
$2.00.
sheriff,
said
It is further ordered that
pre $4.00
Claudlo Aranda, Justice of the
Amador Ullbarri, fees as special
sworn, on his oath says: That on
number eighteen (18) San LoS. Barker, for "W. A.' B., 1905,
E.
cinct,
deputy constable, $2.80.
September 8th, A. D. 1910 be purchas peace Precinct No. .35.
renzo, be and the name is hereby $23.00.
Juan P. Chavez, Justice of the abolished as a precinct and the terri
Pedro Ortiz, caring for dead colored
ed at a tax sale at public auction at
The following accounts against the
$3.00.
man,
east front door of the courthouse of peace Precinct No. 39.
said
warrants
heretofore
preand
were
comprising
tory
county
aproved
Carlos Gauna, justice of the peace cinct of San Lorenzo, number eigh ordered issued against the county
J. M. Martinez, salary as road over
San Miguel county, In Las Vegas,
seer, $75.00.
teen (18) is hereby attached to pre treasurer in payment for same:
New Mexico, the following described Precinct No. 14.
S.
for W. A. B., 1910,
Manuel Tafoya, justice of the peace cinct number twenty-eigh- t
H. J. Mueller, for professional ser
(28) other
iparcel or tract of land, situated in
$6.00.
No. 23.
Precinct
Chavez.
San
of
8
as
known
wise
No.
in
$10.00.
the
vices
county
precinct
S. L. Barker, for W. A. B., 1903,
Juan J. Maestas, Jr., justice of the
And it having been made further
Pedro Quintana, salary as jailor for
Miguel, Territory of New Mexico pay
$23.00.
no.
a.
peace,
mere
precinct
1909,
$40.00.
to
Doard
said
November
the
and
to
that
of
Thirty-alsame
month
appear
ing for the
E. S. Barker, W. A. B., for 1908,
Manuel D. Montoya, justice of the are but few residents living within
Franclso Lucero, 17 days salary as
($36.62) Dollars. That after making
$10.00.
do.
Precinct
jno.
$22.67.
peace
number
of
of
month
November,
fortythat
the limits
precinct
the said purchase, he ascertained
jailer for
E. S. Barker, W. A. B., for 1908,
of the peace, five (45) known as El Aguila, in said
Toribio Sanchez, fees as interpre
the said tract or parcel of land had Luis Montoya, justice
$10.00.
16.
No.
Precinct
the
and
that
county, of San Miguel
ter, $4.00.
been sold to Charles Ilfeld company
E. S. Barker, W. A. B., for 1908,
D. R. Murray, Justice of the peace, county is put to such unnecessary ex
Jose A. Gallegos, repairing ballot
and had been returned for taxes by
$10.00.
29.
No.
Precinct
pense in further maintains said pre box, $1.00.
said Charles Ilfeld company and the
of
E. S. Barker, W. A. B., for 1908,
Felipe R. Guerin, transporting sick
taxes paid by the said company for Tomaa Ortega, justice the peace, cinct and that no benefit can be sub
52.
$10.00.
No.
served by longer maintalng said pre r.'.an (colored) ?4.uu.
the year 1908 and that therefore the precinct
E. S. Barker, W. A. B., for 1908,
Tomaa Ortiz, constable, precinct No. cinct,
Trinidad Sena, repairing plow, $4.00.
assessment made In the name of Rita
$10.00.
32.
M. A. Sanchez, compensation asses
It is therefore ordered that said pre
S. de Otero was a double assessment
E. S. Barker, W. A. B., for 1908,
(45) El Aguila, sor, 1907 taxes $39.80.
and therefore erroneous and illegal Olegario 14.iMontoya, constable, pre cinct number forty-fiv- e
$10.00.
No.
clnct
asses
abolish
same
is
ob
M.
ever
and
the
be
A.
hereby
be
compensation
Sanchez,
and that no title could
S. L. Fisher, W. A. B., for 1909,
Francisco Urtado, constable, pre ed, as a precinct and the territory sor, taxes 1908, $1.13.
tained by me for the said property,
26.
$10.00.
No.
cinct
of
over
road
said
as
heretofore
precinct
Ramon Chavez, salary
comprising
said purchase having been illegal.
S. L. Fisher, W. A. B., for 1910,
constable, pre Aguila, number forty-fiv- e
Miguel Quintana,
(45) is here seer district No. 1, $86.50.
Wherefore, the board of county
24.
$6.00.
No.
cinct
ten
road
to
as
number
G.
precinct
Sanchez, salary
by attached
Eugenio
commissioners Is requested to return
S. L. Fisher, W. A. B, for 1910,
Demetrlo Rlbera, constable, pre (10) otherwise known as Chaperlto. overseer, district No. 2, $76.75.
and
to me the said sum of thlrty-sl- x
3.
$6.00.
No.
cinct
to
the said board that El Independiente Publishing Co.,
It appearing
f $36,621 dollars, with interest
S. L. Fisher, W. A. B., for 1908,
Antonio Gallegos, constable, pre through the abolisment of precinct printing envelopes for superintendent
thereon as provided by law.
5.
No.
$2.00.
cinct
No. 18 and No. 45 there exists two of schools, $10.00.
WM. H. SPRINGER,
Clemente Lucero, W. A. B., for 1910,
Bias Martinez, constable, precinct omissions in the consecutiva number
El Independlente Publishing Co.,
Subscribed and sworn to before me
$6.00.
No. 47.
ing of the precincts of' said county stationary for county offices $20.00.
this 6th day of February A. D. 1911
Noberto .Encinlas, W. A. B., for
Adolfo Crespin, constable, precinct of "San Miguel, and it further appear
Co.,
M. ELWOOD.
T.
Publishing
El
Independlente
(Seal)
1909,
6.
$15.00.
No.
No.
54,
Miflhawaka,
Public.
that
$11.00.
offices,
precinct
ing
Notary
stationary for county
Jose Carlllo, W. A. B., for
Blea, constable, precinct and Cherryvale, precinct No. 55, are
1911
Guadalupe
12,
Co.,
Dec
Publishing
El
Independlente
My commission expires
$6.00.
No. 23.
the last two precincts in 'said county, stationary for county offices $15.00,
1S6.62
E. Garcia, constable, precinct it is therefore further ordered by the
in
Gregorio Anaya, W. A. B., for I3iu,
Jose
Co.,
of
lieu
in
Publishing
El
Independlente
J.56 Recording paid
$6.00.
36.
No.
Commissioners
said board of County
stationary for county offices, $10.00,
teres!
Miguel Romero, W. A. B., for iaua,
Juan M. Castillo, constable, precinct that the said precinct No. 54 MishaEl Independlente Publishing Co.,
$9.00.
39.
No.
waka, shall hefeafter and from this stationary for county offices, $50.00.
iM.12.
Frank Hill, W. A. B., for 1903, i.u".
Fidel Ortega, constable, precinct date be known as MlBhawaka, preof county
board
El Independlente Publishing Co.,
the
by
Approved
Francisco Rlbera, W. A. B., for 1910,
cinct number eighteen (18) and pre- stationary for county offices, $25.50.
commissioners of San Miguel county, No. 35.
$4.00.
constable,
M.
precinct
Febbe
shall
Archuleta,
cinct No. 15, Cherryvale,
m nen session this 7th day of
Felipe Chavez, services as justice
N. Fontaine, W. A. B., ror jaw,
known and designated as Cherryvale of the peace, $9.75.
roarr. A. D. 1911. Approved for the No. 16.
e
$2.00.
forty-fivconstable,
pre
Ambroslo Candelario,
(45).
precinct number
Enrique Sena, services as jailer for
sum of $39.12.
N. Fontaine, W. A. B., ior iua,
And it is so ordered.
cinct No. 50.
ROMAN GALLEGOS.
January, 1911, $50.00.
of
O. L. Gregory, constable, precinct
Duly considered and passed by the
James D. Salazar, fees as Interpre $1.00.
In the matter of the appointment
N. Fontaine, W. A. B., ior
No. 29.
board of county commissioners of the ter, $2.00.
n intftroreter to the board.
ii.oo.
Andres Bowles, constable precinct countv of San Miguel, Territory of
Commis
.
d A AW
Rafael Gallegos, interprter to board T
TTnon motion of County
W. A. a., ior ivvt.
N. Fontaine,
sec- - No. 52.
New Mexico, this 76h day of Febru $10.00.
and
duly
Martinez
sioner Benlgno
EuDtrenio Gallegos y Sanchez, road ary A. D. 1911.
Lorenzo Delgado, salary, probate ii.oo.
by County Commissioner oiaric W. A. B., ror isiw.
N. Fontaine,
inter- overseer district No. 2.
of the constable of clerk and etc., $321.55.
matter
In
the
was
appointed
Rafael Gallegos
13.00.
J. M. Martinez, road overseer dis precinct No. 46.
.
.
4 AAA
Optic Publishing company, station T
nratnr for the board.
W. A. B., ior lauo,
N. Fontaine,
3.
now
Antonio
No.
Comes
construction
Dominguez,
trict
$45.45.
for
offices,
the
of
county
ary
la the matter
Juan Garcia y Gonzales, road over constable of precinct number forty
Las Vegas Light & Power Co., lights
of the bridge over tlhe Pecos arroyo
N. Fontaine, W. A. B., for 1908,
now
district No. 1.
six and submits to the board his re- for court house and bridge $80.00,
seers
Comes
road.
on the Los Alamos
board
J200.
the
ordered
that
now
board
hav
it la
Pedro Quintana, salary as jailor
signation as such, and the
a. ommlttee of taxpayers and
W. A. B., for 1908,
N. Fontaine,
until tomorrow morning ing considered the same, did accept month of January 1911, $40.00.
--,Mr,t
residing in the county of now adjourn
a.
m.
10
at
$1.00.
board February 7, 1910,
the same.
Cruz Segura, salary as janitor C.
San Miguel and submit to the
W. A. B., for 1908,
N. Fontaine.
ROMAN GALLEGOS, Chairman
hundred
And the board acting under recom H., month of January $35.00.
five
over
slinied
by
itln
1 on.
mendation of the central committee
a bridge be Attest:
John S. Clark, premium on insurance
W. A. B.. for 1908,
taxpayers and ask that
N. Fontaine,
Catarino court house and jail, $625.00.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
of
said
appointed
the
place
precinct
at
constructed
bulK and
1911
D.
A.
J200.
was orLas Vegas, N. M., Feb. 7,
Trujillo as constable to fill the vac
Henry Sena, salary as jailer for
above mentioned, the eame
W. A. B. for 1907.
commission ancy caused by. the resignation of said November, 1910, $50.00.
N. Fontaine,
of
board
county
The
regular
'its
take
to
dered filed and
'
Antonio Dominguez, and said Catari
ers met as per adjournment
Winters Drug company, drugs for $1.00.
Galle
Roman
no Trujillo to qualify according to law, county jail, $2.90.
Present: Chairman
of the
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
In the matter of the opinion
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YOU EAT

THE BEST IN TIIE LINE OF BACON

Cudahay 's Sunlight Brand
A

Fresh

Lot of this FANCY BACON

has just been received at the Store of

ME BR
The Store That's
Always Busy
If with your next order you would like a
free sample of the Peaches we are selling for $1.25 a
box please advise us and we will be glad to send it.
N. B.

Screened and Lump Raton CerrlUos

COAL AND WOOD
i

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

j

Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

CONDON

rootofM.ln Qm

Pho

i

"

ESTABLISHED 1876

Hot lunch every morning
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

at

10

Special tonight and Saturday, Nero,
or the Burning of Rome, at the
Bridge Street Theater.

..Special tonight and Saturday" Nero,
or the Burning of Rome, at the , Luorecio Valdez, a young boy from
Wagon Mound, was operated on this
Int that drafj beer fine at th Bridge Street Theater.
upera Bar!
morning at Las Vegas hospital. At
j
.
riening season la now closed on the last report he was doing nicely
No more fish will
Always get the best at Nolette's KroenIgs Lakes.
be allowed taken from the lakes this
Dr. O. P. Miles, pastor
barber shop.
of the
year. Ten Lakes Land Co.
First Baptist church,- has returned
from an extended visit to the east
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from
will be the usual services and will occupy the pulpit- - of tne local
There
distillery
this evening in Temple Montefiore. church Sunday. In his absence. Dr.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Dr. Solomon, an eminent Jewish Miles filled lecture engagements iu
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon rabbi of Pueblo, Colo., will conduct Clinton and other Missouri cities, and
at the Opera Bar. Serred from bar the worship and preach a sermon. also at Washington, Ind. While abrels on the bar.
Temple Montefiore has been without sent he became a member of the Ina rabbi for several months, owing to ternational Lyceum association and is
Special tonight and Saturday. Nero. the resignation of Rabbi Jacob Raisin. now a recognized lecturer of that in
or the Burning of Rome, at the
stitution. Dr. Frederick A .Cook, the
We have received a considerable Arctic explorer made
Bridge Street Theater.
application
part of our fall stock and we feel sure for membership in the association at
The Caylor Klefer Land company's that you will share our enthusiasm the same time but was rejected.
car, Lola, came in last night, bringing over our select line of men's furnish
a party of prospective dry farmers ings, such as Roelofs Smile hats. C!u- BANK ROBBER IS FOILED.
ett shirts, Carter & Holmes neckwear
from Chicago and vicinity.
Laurel. Md., Sept. 8. A masked
and Bostonlan dress shoes, which are man entered the Citizen's National
Miss Helen Kelly returned to Las now ready for inspection at Taich- - bank here today and, at the point of
a pistol, demanded the money that
Vegas this afternoon after a trip to ert's, Douglas avenue.
was lying at the desk beside the re
Denver with, her two brothers. Dan
After approving current bills and ceiving teller. The would-b- e
robber
Kelly of Trinidad and Harry Grant
ordering warrants drawn for their was forced to flee before he could seKelly.
payment the board of county commis- cure the money. Cashier Waters fired
A party of young people of the sioners adjourned yesterday afternoon. two shots at him.
When captured later the holdun
Fortnightly club will enjoy a hayrack The meeting this month was a short
ride and picnic supper at Kearney's one, the commissioners' most import man gave his name as Henry Jackson,
Gap this evening. Mr. and Mrs. Don ant action being the appointment of of Yuma, Ariz.
the boards of registration to act for
W. Lusk will chaperon the crowd.
the coming state p.nd county elec MEMORY DESTROYED BY BLOW.
Kansas City, Sept 8. Physicians at
A cement crossing has been built tion.
a local hospital are puzzled by the
across the gutter in front of the E.
Rosenwald and Son store on the
Henry Fritzky, who went joy rid case of Samuel Bollman, seven years
Plaza. This will make it convenient ing with Simon Bacharach yesterday, old whose memory has been strange
for patrons of the store to alight from without an invitation, was released ly affected as a result of his having
this morning after paying for the been struck by a motor car last Sat
buggies and automobiles.
damage done the car during the ride. urday. The boy today was unable to
' Tomorrow
morning the Las Vegas Just what was the cause of his tem recognize his parents, although his
patrol of the Boy Scouts, with Scout porary derangement is not known, mind is. clear as to events that oo
Master George Fltzslmmons at the but as he was in good mental condi- curred after he went to the hospital.
head will take a tramp into the upper tion this morning Judge Murray dis- Of his life previous to the accident
he can recall nothing.
canyon. The boys will spend the day charged him.
the
practicing
signal codes and other
James F. Faughn, a tubercular pa
MORE TIME IS DESIRED
scout movements.
tient at the Santa Fe hospital, died
Denver, Sept. 8. The Great North
Mrs. Manuelita
T. de Jaramillo. early this morning. The deceased was ern Irrigation company, which pro
aged 25, died Wednesday at her home a single man and 32 years of age. He posed to water 144,000 acres in Mof
on the West side. Mrs. Jaramillo Is had been a resident of this city for fat and Routt counties, today applied
survived by her husband. Aurelio the past two months, living in El to the state land board for an exten
Jaramillo, formerly night cook at the Paso before coming here. The dead sion of three years to complete its
Liobby Cflfe, and three children, the man's family lives in Glen Easton, W. work under the Carey act. The com
youngest of which is six days of aee. Va., and J. C. Johnson & Son are pany maintains it will take eight in
The funeral occurred yesterday on the holding the body until word is re- stead of five years to put water on the
ceived from them.
West side.
land. The board took the caso un.
der advisement
For the purpose of getting ready for
Cion Gutierrez was arrested last
ESCAPED CONVICT CAUGHT
night for drunkenness by Chief of the campaign the democratic county
Police Ben Coles. As he is said to central committee will meet this even
Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept. 8.
be a frequent guest of the city, Judge ing in the office of A. A. Jones in Walter Hamilton, who escaped from
Murray gave him twenty days in Jail. the Crockett building it is under me penitentiary at Huntsville, Tex.,
stood tne committee will Issue a call five years ago was arrested bv Dolice
Night Officer Ed Ward arreBted
Neito on the same charge and. for a county primary to select twenty- - officers here today and has admitted
as it was his first offense, he was re two delegates to the democratic state his identity. Hamilton had been liv
leased on the payment of the costs convention, which will be held In ing here two years under
the name'nf
Santa Fe. As in the republican party. Jack
with a suspended fine of $5
Rogers and a year ago he marSan Miguel county is entitled to a ried an
Oklahoma City girl.
At the request of Tito Melendez. larger representation in the state conwho will put his horse in the races vention than any other party in the
SOLIALISTS IN ARIZONA FIELD.
at Wagon Mound September 19 to 21, state.
Globe, Ariz., Sept. 8. The socialists
the race between his animal and that
of Globe and the surrounding disIn
New Mexico is good; but the
of Secundino Romero, which was to
tricts, at a meeting here last night,
have occurred here September 21, has knowledge of a first class protection decided to place a full state ticket in
been postponed until September 26. for every emergency is better.
the field for the coming election. RepAsk Cutler Brothers,
While the horse race has been put off
resentatives from Globe, Miami,
614 Lincoln Ave. Tel. Main 124.
several days Mr. Romero's race for
and other districts were
governor is still In progress and he
is making record breaking time.
A Great'
Advantage to
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th Workingmen
S., Steuben-ville- ,
O., says: "For years I suffered
from weak kidneys and a severe bladder trouble. I learned, of Foley Kidney Pills and their wonderful cures so
I began taking them and sure
enough
OZAR-K- O
I had as good results as any I heard
about. Mv backache, lAft ttia nnrt tn
one of my business, expressman, that
aione is a great advantage. My kidTry our Flat Work service'
neys acted free and normal, and that
and see for yourself what a
saved me a lot of misery. It is now
wonderful convenience it is.
a pleasure to work where it used to
Send us your sheets, pillow
be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
slips, bolster cases, table cloths,
cured me and have my highest
praise." O. G. Schaefer and Red
napkins, towels, handkerchiefs,
Cross Drug Co. '
etc.
These we will wash and iron
and return to you all ready for
use.
They will be washed
cleaner an ironed much better
than If done at home or by a
washerwomian.
Besides, think
of the work and bother we save
A New Shipment of
I
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First National Bank
OF.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

.

'1 know that
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boy got that Suit
at Greenbergers"
I
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I
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niiaii many a mo.
u
I
c
ane- sees a lnoy
uicr aays wuen CI
dressed in one of our Xtragood
Suits.
'
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We have established a
repu.
tation for CLOTHING THE BOYS
CORRECTLY.

Our new fall Suits are in iW

t'4 ' ii

X2SA20DS..

,

f

7

your boy for school.
The fabrics and models are entirely new this Season.

GREENBERGER

Mr. Merchant.
Are you taking advantage of our
low flat rate window lighting ?
A well lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Le-and-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour

Cop-perhi- ll

Chop

are not keeping house, if
you haven 'ta
You

.

ff

BisselPs Sweeper
11

The Finest Line Ever Shown in
Las Vegas
';''$2'. 50 to $4.75 in price

(J
1

See ouf window display and then
us send up your pick

J0HNSEN &

Try Our Flat
Work Service

Bran

Shorts

SON

f

APPLE

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Las Vegas

i

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

VINEGAR

Just Received

One Gallon Glass

Jars 75c

you.

It costs you very little each
week

Hand Painted

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
.

three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

$1000 "Bull" Durham

Stake for

2:1a Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

,

For One

Sept. 9, 1911

Day-Satur- day

We Will Give You

Bargains in Meats

BEEF

Hind quarter
Fore quarter

-

9c per lb
6c per lb

Sirloin steaks
17jc
Hamburger steaks 15c
Round steak
13c
Ribs beef roast
15c

Legs

per lb
per lb

peu lb
per lb
15c per lb

Pot roast
j

MUTTON
N

GROCER.

VEAL

15c
20c
15c

per lb
per lb
per lb

Steak
Chops
Roast
Stew

20c per lb
15c per lb
15c per lb
10c per lb

PORK

Chops
Roast
Boil

20c

per lb

17c per lb

12jc per lb

CHICKEN

Hens
20c per lb
Chops Loin
.
23c per lb
Chops shoulder
Springs
25c All kinds of sausages on hand
Stew, 3 lbs for
Bacon, Hams, Lard, Dried Beef, Boiled Ham, at lowest
possible prices at the

Graaf & Hay ward Co. il7arkct

CHINA

J. H. STEARNS
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
617 Douglas Ave.

Main 81.

SMILAX
The beautiful dark green color of this makes it the best
decorative material ever.
No house or table decoration is complete without Smilax.
, We have a fine lot now, strings five and six feet long.
yl string or 100- - 25c per String

PERRY ONION & SON
507 Sixth Street

Phone Main 462

To be Given Away

FREE

Base Ball Every Day

Feature Upon Feature
F,un by the Ton
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaac Barth, Pres.
John B. McManus,
Secy-Mng- r.

With our Cash
Coupon System
It Will Pay to Investigate

BOUCHER
(The Coffee Man.)

Exciting Horse Races

R.aLiis For SaJe
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These Tarns aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st 'of. July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would; be' pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping- at bur station, Shoemaker, and shoW them the rams.
;
For further particulars address,
-

V'-

J p

VarvHouten Co.
jf

Shomakr,

N. M.

